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The HOP! project: toward teaching

programming for all

Copyright (C) 2016 by Henri Lesourd (henri@ideaworks.fr)

Abstract. Because, to a large extent, programming involves many implicit skills that
can only be acquired through practice, the teaching of programming still appears
to be unsatisfactory. In this paper, we present the HOP! system (aka. Hands-On-
Programming!), which is an interactive programming environment intended to be
used to teach programming by means of incrementally developed examples , starting
from simple projects to move gradually towards more complicated achievements. The
philosophy and design of the HOP! system stem from a number of recent developments
in the fields of linguistics, psychology and pedagogy, as well as from an analysis of
the problem solving activity in programming. The HOP! system is freely distributed
via the Internet (see http://www.hop-project.org).

Because, to a large extent, programming involves many implicit skills that can only be acquired
through practice1, the teaching of programming should in our opinion be based on the development
of projects, which should ideally be as varied as possible. In this paper, we present the HOP! system
(aka. Hands-On-Programming!), which is an interactive programming environment intended to be
used to teach programming by means of incrementally developed examples , starting from simple
projects to move gradually towards more complicated achievements. First of all, we examine the
history and evolution of computers from the 50s to today (part 1); we then analyze how the ideas
which underlie the development of the modern industrial societies in which we live have been built
(section 2.1), and we also consider a number of recent developments in the fields of linguistics,
psychology and pedagogy (section 2.2 and 2.3), as well as some of the reasons why freedom is of
vital importance for the development of the mind; we then draw a number of conclusions about
the method, as well as about the spirit in which the teachings related to science and technology
should in our view be conducted (section 2.4). Arrived here, we analyze the problem solving activity
in programming (part 3). Finally, we offer a synthesis, and we present the choices made for the
system design, along with the experience gained and the developments we envision today for the
future developments of the HOP! project (parts 4 and 5).

1 The evolution of computing, from the 50s to today

1.1 Discovery of concepts and experimental phase

Calculating machines date back to antiquity (e.g. mechanism of Antikythera [FRE06], abacus),
but the programmable machine is invented in the XIXth century (Babbage machine), and it is
formalized and implemented in the following century by Turing (which develops one among the
fundamental mathematical models of the computer, the Turing machine, and works for the Allied
war effort, in particular to develop the “bombs” which have been used to break the German codes
during World war II2) and by Von Neumann, who brings the concept to its modern form.

1. We not mean that theoretical knowledge is not important, on the contrary, the problem is that without
practice, the theory is useless and can not in fact be truly understood. Conversely, when it is not sufficiently informed
by the state of the art, the practice runs the risk of being sooner or later confronted with insurmountable conceptual
obstacles.
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Over the next 30 years (i.e., roughly from the 50s to the 80s), various kinds of computers
are developed, and the basic concepts of computer architecture, operating systems and software
development gradually appear. Especially:

• Computer programming, which was initially performed in machine language (i.e. directly
by means of switches used to encode binary numbers representing the instructions) evolves,
and ways to program by means of symbolic codes are developed. It is the invention
of programming languages , which begins with the first assembly languages (which are
languages that allow writing machine language using symbols that a special program, the
assembler , automatically encodes in the appropriate way), and continues with algorithmic
languages, through which it becomes possible to express the required calculations by means
of mathematical formulas and complex instructions (one of the first languages of this kind
is Fortran, i.e., FORmula TRANslator), which are broken down into simple elements by
an assembler of a new kind, called a compiler . A milestone is reached when, following
the pioneering work of Gödel in the 30s (who, to develop the proof of his incompleteness
theorems, uses an encoding of logical formulas by means of large numbers), programming
languages having features allowing the manipulation of non-numeric data (e.g. strings,
as in Snobol [GRI75] or sets, as in Setl [SCH86], as well as lists, as in Lisp [MCC60])
are finally developed.

A number of formal techniques are being developed at that time, especially the formal
grammars (which have been used for the first time to specify the programming language
Algol [NAU63]), along with the first approaches to prove the correctness of programs (e.g.
Hoare logic [HOA69]) ;

• To overcome the limitations of operating the computers in batch mode, the first operating
systems are developed, which make it possible to use the computer in multiprograming
mode, where several programs are working in a seemingly simultaneous manner, and share
the computing power of the computer.

During this period were developed the key concepts which up to now, underpin the design
of operating systems, especially the concept of protection (which, by means of a physical
segmentation of the memory and of a two-tier instruction system3, ensures that a user
program can never access the memory area allocated to another program or to the code of
the operating system [NEE72]), the concepts related to the synchronization of parallel tasks,
which in particular, consists of making certain series of operations atomic [HOA74], along
with the concept of a hierarchical file system , which appears for the first time in Multics
[DAL65], as well as the first virtual machines , initially developed in VM/370 [CRE81] ;

• Experience in the development of the first large projects brings out a number of important
theoretical concepts, such as the notion of abstract data type [LIS74], and the notions of
module and encapsulation [PAR72].

At that time, there is a growing awareness, and the intrinsic difficulties attached to the
development of large software [BRO75], along with the (relative) specificity of the techniques
to be used, become a subjected of serious enquiry. The two founding conferences of the
software engineering discipline are held in the late 60s [NAU69][RAN70]. The software
development cycle starts to be better understood, especially the problems related to the
integration of modules developed independently: the difference between programming in the
small (development of small modules) and programming in the large (cutting down a large
project into modules and integration of these modules into a coherent whole) which is then
conceptualized remains the core of large software development until today ;

2. See https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bombe

3. The usual instructions may be included in user programs; the hardware-related instructions cannot (they are
only available in super user mode, which is activated to handle critical system resources when needed. The user
programs are delegating the execution of the tasks that handle critical resources; these tasks are implemented by
the operating system programs, which are the only ones able to run in superuser mode, and whose code cannot be
changed by users).
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• Multiprogramming enables users to work interactively , and paves the way for the use of
computers as a universal tool that can be used to develop all kinds of works, be it text,
images, sound or video, in short, all kinds of activities traditionally developed by means of
analog media, which could previously not be processed at all by means of computers4.

During this pioneering period are invented: the first interactive text editors [IRO72],
the first computer-aided design software [SUT63], the first document description
languages based on markup (especially TEX [KNU84] and LATEX [LAM86], which
revolutionize mathematical document editing), the first hypertext systems [ENG62], the first
object-oriented programming languages [DAH67], and finally the first windowing operating
systems [GOL89] in which wysiwyg5 interactive edition becomes the default [REE79] ;

• Finally, there is a changeover from the centralized mode of operating to the distributed
mode, with the development of networks that allow teams spread out in many locations to
work together (synchronously or asynchronously) ;

The first packet switched networks are developed in the 60s [BAR64][ROB78], then
appears the TCP/IP protocol [CER74], which unifies the heterogeneous networks in
existence at that time, and emerges as the facto standard underlying the development
of the Internet. At about the same time, the standards that define the electronic mail
appear (e.g. POP [REY84], SMTP [POS81]), and a little bit later, HTTP [BER91], which
is the starting point of the World Wide Web (WWW) [BER89] ;

All this represents a considerable amount of concepts , which is not likely to be easily rediscovered
by a single person (we will come back to this).

Furthermore, it is important to note that even today, these concepts remain the basis underlying
the design of the computing systems (even recent) that we use everyday. To believe that in
computing technology, “innovations” bring true revolutions every six months or even every
two years, amounts to ignore the actual historical perspective (for example, Ben-Ari [BAR05]
emphasizes that the Java programming language, appeared in the 90s, does not actually bring any
radical innovation, since it is built on concepts which date back from the 70s at the latest). What
evolves often quite rapidly are the “technologies” which are, as a matter of fact, products which, one
after the other, reach a dominant market position. But beyond the hype, the actual evolution of the
underlying concepts is slow ; in our opinion, it is these concepts that one should try to understand,
rather than their umpteenth variation as it appears in the most hyped framework at a given time.

In this pioneering period of discovery and clarification, which ends almost at the end of the
80s (Smalltalk, 1980; the web, 1990), we were having relatively small teams facing relatively
circumscribed development problems. By that time, however, the extreme difficulty of verifying
software is perceived by some observers (e.g. in 1984, Ken Thompson [THO84], one of the inventors
of the UNIX system writes: « The moral is obvious. You can’t trust code that you did not totally
create yourself. (Especially code from companies that employ people like me.) »).

Today the situation has not fundamentally changed, and software development techniques
remain very difficult to control. In 1986, Brooks [BRO86] writes that it will perhaps always be the
case, and to better control the complexity of the processes, he proposes to:

a) Harness market forces to avoid building components that can be purchased ;

b) Use rapid prototyping techniques ;

c) Develop software in an incremental manner ;

d) Find the most talented software designers of a generation, and encourage them to develop
their talents ;

This indeed foreshadows a number of developments that have occurred since6, but which as we
shall see, have not solved all the problems.

4. For example, the simple task of counting the number of occurrences of a word in a text: in practice, without
a computer, this kind of statistic can easily take weeks, months or even years.

5. WYSIWYG ≡ What You See Is What You Get.

6. In particular, the items (b) and (c) above seem to announce pretty much the “agile” or ”extreme programming”
kind of development techniques which appeared thereafter.
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1.2 Explosion

In the early 90s, still endures a tendency to try to use development methods on a human scale,
which in many cases can be substituted with advantage for the heavy infrastructure of big projects
(this is the case first of all with UNIX, and with a lot of components of the Internet infrastructure
that followed, as well as with many software which still play an important role today, for example
TEX, the kernel of the L

ATEX system, or with a number of medium-sized tools that exist in the world
of scientific computing and elsewhere7, which in one way or another, were developed independently
of one another, and were later combined with each other).

On the commercial side, initially, the personal computer is also relatively open and relies on
user participation, as was the case in Smalltalk, in personal computers equipped with a Basic
interpreter [KEM68], or in HyperCard [LAS12] and Applescript [COO07].

But gradually, the personal computing industry promotes software which is more and more
based on the use of metaphors allowing people to use computers without needing to understand
how the underlying system (Macintosh, then Windows) works, and banks on the amount of lines
of code, as well as on the use of more and more industrial development methods, for example:

• The development of the Windows operating system, while seeking to preserve the flexibility
that originally existed at Microsoft, introduces more structured aspects, especially the
specialization of programmers: specifiers, developers, coders, testers [CUS95]8 ;

• In 1990, in an off-the-shelf software such as Photoshop 1.0.1 [PHO90], there were about
128,000 lines of code ; at the same time inWord 1.1 [WOR91], there were 349,000 lines. A few
years later, in 2006, the number of lines of code in Word for Macintosh was approximately
30 million [MOJ06]9 lines of code (by comparison, the software of the Boeing 787 is made
of 14 million lines [LOC13]). Similar comparisons can be done with the most common free
software, for example Red Hat Linux 2000 contains around 17 million lines of code [WHE01]
(to be compared with the 420,000 lines of embedded software code of the Space Shuttle
[NAS96] or either with the 20 million lines of code in Windows NT5 in 1998) ;

It seems that inflation in the size of commercial software is related to factors having no direct
relationship with the actual utility that the features have for each user separately, but with the
fact that in order for the software to be competitive on the market, it is necessary to package all

7. « Unix and Interlisp, the first integrated programming environments to come into widespread use, are
perceived to have improved productivity by integral factors. Why ? They attack the incidental difficulties of using
programs together, by providing integrated libraries, unified file formats, and piles and filters. As a result, concepual
structures that in principle, could always call, feed and use one another can indeed easily do so in practice. This
breakthrough in turn simulated the development of whole toolbenches, since each new tool could be applied to any
program by using the standard formats. » [BRO86]

8. « The program manager owns and drives the specification for each release of a product. This person is
responsible for soliciting inputs from all groups considered important for the product, especially the developers,
who best know the code and what is feasible technically. [...] They do not specify "how" to solve a functional
requirement at the level of coding, which developers will do during the design stage. [...] Development and testing
groups are responsible for refining the spec during the development process. Developers flesh out details surrounding
the functions, estimate the amount of work in person months, and estimate the schedule for their individual pieces
of the project. Testers provide early input on whether features seem testable or not, estimate the amount of work
in person months for their part of the schedule, and define what they need from development to test and support
the product. » [CUS95]

9. « About 30,000,000 lines of code make up the current version of Office that we are developing. That’s no
typo; in fact, I had to figure that out because of a research project I was working on ... [...] It’s really mind blowing
when you think about it. Each developer is responsible for, on average, about 428,000 lines of code. [...] Consider
for a moment also that there are probably 10x (yes ten times) or more developers on Windows Office, although I
don’t know the exact count.

[...] there are about 40 lines of text on the page of an average paperback book. That means one developer is
responsible for about a 10,700-page book. Or if you break it down smaller, if the average paperback is 300 pages,
that means each developer is responsible for about 35 or more paperbacks on his desk. Imagine trying to find a
single typo in all those books – that’s what most bugs are, don’t ya know! » [MOJ06]
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the functionalities in one bundle [JOE01]10. Furthermore, this mode of distribution seems to be
encouraged by the architecture of the dominant operating systems in existence today, but it is not
the only option [KAY12]11.

As soon as the software development techniques become industrialized in the way we
succinctly described above, the size of the documentation and the complexity of development
environments also explodes, and very highly technical methods are injected in an environment
where programmers are largely self-taught [STO15]. For example:

• The Java SE 7 API contains approximately 3,000 classes; assuming that on average each
class contains a hundred methods, we deduce that there are approximately 300,000 methods:
overall (assuming that a careful reader browsing the documentation spends 10 minutes per
method, and that he spends half of his day’s work on this activity), this leads us to conclude
that, literally, a lifetime is not enough to exhaustively read this API12 ;

• In the Apple environment (using the MacBook Air as an example), the total size (in pages)
of the manuals describing the hardware, the programming languages, and the common APIs
is around 10,000 pages [HAG12] ;

• In the Ruby on Rails environment, the toolchain that programmer apprentices typically try
to learn includes no fewer than eleven languages, APIs and tools, that they believe they
must learn simultaneously [GRI12]13 ;

Developing elegant and concise standards (such as those that made the development of the Internet
possible, for example) would be a possible approach to improve the situation, but in practice the
standards, even when they succeed, turn out to be sometimes exceedingly complex, and are often
developed extremely slowly. Moreover, a standard can be implemented in a biased or incomplete
way, which can lead to the proliferation of different “improved” implementations of this standard,
in a way that allows an individual market player to establish a de facto standard around one

10. « In fact there are lots of great reasons for bloatware. For one, if programmers don’t have to worry about
how large their code is, they can ship it sooner. And that means you get more features, and features make your life
better (when you use them) and don’t usually hurt (when you don’t). [...] A lot of software developers are seduced
by the old “80/20” rule. It seems to make a lot of sense: 80% of the people use 20% of the features. So you convince
yourself that you only need to implement 20% of the features, and you can still sell 80% as many copies.

Unfortunately, it’s never the same 20%. Everybody uses a different set of features. [...] When you start
marketing your “lite” product, and you tell people, “hey, it’s lite, only 1MB,” they tend to be very happy, then they
ask you if it has their crucial feature, and it doesn’t, so they don’t buy your product.

Bottom line: if your strategy is “80/20", you’re going to have trouble selling software. That’s just reality. This
strategy is as old as the software industry itself and it just doesn’t pay. » [JOE01]

11. « Because what you definitely don’t want in a Web browser is any features. [...] You want it to be a mini-
operating system, and the people who did the browser mistook it as an application. [...] The job of an operating
system is to run arbitrary code safely. It’s not there to tell you what kind of code you can run. Most operating
systems have way too many features. The nice thing about UNIX when it was first done is not just that there were
only 20 system commands, but the kernel was only about 1,000 lines of code. [...] Remember when we had to boot
the computer? There’s no need for that. There’s never been any need for it. Because they did it that way, you
wind up with megabytes of features that are essentially bundled together whether you want them or not. And now
a thousand system calls, where what you really want is objects that are migrating around the net, and when you
need a resource, it comes to you — no operating system. » [KAY12]

12. Assuming that our courageous reader doesn’t work on weekends, and is entitled to 20 vacation days per year,
so she works 360-52×2-20=236 days per year. In a day, if she spends four hours a day reading the API, there are
60×4=240 minutes, so 236×240=56,640 minutes per year available. If we further assume that the Java SE 7 API
contains about 300000 methods, and that we spend on average 10 minutes to read each method, we need 3 million
minutes to read everything, namely, given the available time, 3,000,000÷56,640=52 years !

13. « Here’s the thing: as I said, I pair with novice programmers pretty much every week. And I’ve come to
realize that as a group, they are faced with a bewildering array of tools to learn. My typical tutoring student is trying
to simultaneously master: Ruby ; Ruby on Rails ; Assorted language mutts and DSLs like YAML, ERB, HAML,
and SASS ; Git ; Z shell ; RVM/RBenv ; Homebrew ; Vim. They are trying to learn all of these at once because
they’ve picked up on the consensus opinion that these are all part of the best-in-class Ruby on Rails development
toolchain. » [GRI12]
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of its products [LEV98]14. All in all, for various reasons, we’re therefore witnessing an extreme
complexification of computer technology, which doesn’t makes the lives of users any easier.

The evolution (i.e. to make the software hardware-independent) that started during the
development of the first operating systems has therefore not yet found its culmination: in practice
today, in many cases we no longer depend on the hardware, but instead (in the absence of a
standard at the application level), we depend on highly complex environments, which are often
developed in a decidedly too patchy and disorganized way.

1.3 Problems that all this poses for software development

Thus, in the situation described above:

• In small projects, it becomes difficult to ensure a good level of quality without substantial
expertise (expertise which, as we have seen, is often based on specialized knowledge of
products, rather than based on a genuine knowledge of the underlying concepts [STR10]15 ;
programmers are losers in that game, since they are thus driven to invest in superficial
knowledge [STR10]16, and to develop skills that are gonna lose value quickly) ;

• In larger projects, there is a glass ceiling in quality, because there are too much components
which cannot be adapted when the need arises, since they are opaque, and in the hands of
teams pursuing their own aims [BOE00]17 ;

All in all, we are only able to implement correctly what the existing components frameworks make
easy to achieve ; otherwise, these frameworks reduce the space of possible designs on the one hand,
and on the other hand, obscure the underlying architectural concepts and make it more difficult
to standardize software18.

Of course, all this encourages the development of poor practice: in particular, the loss of overall
understanding19 that arises from the use of misunderstood frameworks makes rigorous testing
extremely difficult to implement, for in such a situation, the assumptions about the system become
impossible to formulate accurately. Writing good specifications, and implementing the software
derived therefrom, may then not be performed satisfactorily. We are finally facing a well-known

14. « All of the Unix vendors wished for their brand of Unix to have a proprietary edge over the others. Thus,
it was to their advantage to add “features” that didn’t exist on other Unices. The goal was to lock developers into
one vendor’s brand. If they were successful, the resulting software just wouldn’t work well on other systems » [LEV98]

15. « For many, “programming” has become a strange combination of unprincipled hacking and invoking other
people’s libraries (with only the vaguest idea of what’s going on). The notions of “maintenance” and “code quality”
are typically forgotten or poorly understood. » [STR10]

16. « Industry wants to rely on tried-and-true tools and techniques, but is also addicted to dreams of “silver
bullets”, “transformative breakthroughs”, “killer apps”, and so forth. [...] this leads to the development of huge
proprietary and mutually incompatible infrastructures [...] platform purveyors want something to lock in developers
despite the commonality of basic tools. » [STR10]

17. « Further, the economics of software componentry leave system developers with no choice but to incorporate
large commercial-off-the-shelf components into their systems. Unfortunately, developers have no way of knowing
what is inside these COTS components, and they have no control over the direction of their evolution. » [BOE00]

18. This was already observed by the developers of the UNIX system: finally the inter-hardware portability
proved easier than expected to achieve ; the most difficult point is the inter-API portability: « Most seriously, the
operating system interface caused far more trouble for portability than the actual hardware or language differences
themselves. Many of the UNIX primitives were impossible to imitate on other operating systems; moreover, some
conventions on these other operating systems (for example, strange file formats and record-oriented I/O) were
difficult to deal with while retaining compatibility with UNIX. » [JOH78]

19. «Basically, we have learned how to build reasonably reliable systems out of unreliable parts by adding endless
layers of runtime checks and massive testing. [...] Often, the many layers of software and the intricate dependencies
common in designs prevent an individual – however competent – from fully understanding a system. This bodes ill
for the future: we do not understand and cannot even measure critical aspects of our systems. » [STR10]
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combination of factors, which plays a central role in the failure of software projects [LEH14]20.

Thus, the point (a) suggested by Brooks (i.e., “Harnessing market forces to avoid building
components that can be purchased”) is much more difficult to implement than it seems a priori. As
we have seen, in practice today, the rough approximation of the « ideal » components imagined by
Brooks in 1986 takes the form of software frameworks which are too big, and whose opacity goes
exactly against what is needed to develop good software.

But even when elegant and well thought out components are available, their integration into an
architecture that goes beyond the scope for which they were originally designed is a fundamental
problem: it’s the problem of “architectural mismatch” [BOE00]21. In this context, we are witnessing
a proliferation of hacks, and a duplication of efforts, due to the need to properly re-implement
a certain number of key components when their quality is unsatisfactory, or when architectural
mismatch makes it impossible to integrate them properly.

Finally, another problem is that there are many components that are badly needed, but that
nobody develops [BOE00]22. For example, the introduction of a standard graphics library for
C++ [LAU14] was first proposed in 2014 (that is to say, more than thirty years after the appearance
of C++ !) and to our knowledge, the standardization process has currently not yet been completed ;
in the field of user interfaces and the web, many key developments have not been initiated, many
ideas simply have never been explored [MUE02]23 ; in the field of systems administration, many
fundamental innovations still have not been disseminated [PIK04]24.

Moreover, a number of key components that should have been developed robustly a long
time ago (for example, in the world of Java libraries, the Flying Saucer library [FLS04] for
generating PDF files from XHTML pages ; or the OpenSSL library [OPE98] which is widely

20. « Interestingly, prior studies have recognized, but not emphasized, the central role of implementation and
software testing in causing software project failures. In our cases, these two process areas included the highest number
of causes and they had a central role at each failure. [...] Making good requirements was likely very difficult in the
case companies. The existing products were complex and required extensive technical knowledge. Additionally, the
managers, developers, and testers had somewhat different needs, which meant that extensive practical knowledge
was needed while documenting the requirements. In three cases, the participants noticed that the existing product
was so complex that it was likely that nobody knew the system fully. » [LEH14]

21. « [The AESOP project] assumed that a small number of advanced IT components – a user interface
generator, an object-oriented DBMS, and twomiddleware components – could be integrated quickly and cheaply[...].
The result: a schedule overrun by a factor of four, an effort overrun by a factor of five, and slow, unresponsive system
performance. Similar approaches on large-scale systems generally experience even worse results, but often remain
undocumented.

Fortunately, the AESOP experience was well analyzed by the SE researchers, who identified architectural
mismatch as the key success inhibitor. » [BOE00]

22. « The [...] NSFWorkshop on a Software Research Program for the 21st Century concluded that [...] software
developers need to “address a serious problem [...]: ‘desperately needed software is not being developed.’ ” » [BOE00]

23. « The foundations for the present form of graphical user interfaces were in the 1960s and 1970s. [...] Since
the late 1980s, the pace of innovation on the field of user interfaces for PCs came to a halt. [...] The concept of direct
manipulation and the paradigm of the desktop metaphor do not scale to the vast amount of items we are managing
today. They were right in the beginning – today they are inadequate. Innovation is necessary to regain control of
our files.

The situation became even more complicated with the tremendous success of the World Wide Web. The user
interface for the Web, that got momentum in the early 1990s, unfortunately lacks a profound approach of user-
centered design. No one felt responsible to start an attempt comparable with that of Xerox PARC’s research for
the Star computer or Apple’s research for Lisa and Macintosh. As a result the Web interface was never integrated
into the desktop environment. » [MUE02]

24. « As a stand-alone system, Unix was pretty good. But when you networked Unix machines together, you got
a network of stand-alone systems instead of a seamless, integrated networked system. Instead of one big file system,
one user community, one secure setup uniting your network of machines, you had a hodgepodge of workarounds to
Unix’s fundamental design decision that each machine is self-sufficient.

Nothing’s really changed today. The workarounds have become smoother and some of the things we can do with
networks of Unix machines are pretty impressive, but when ssh is the foundation of your security architecture, you
know things aren’t working as they should. [...] We really are using a 1970s era operating system well past its sell-
by date. We get a lot done, and we have fun, but let’s face it, the fundamental design of Unix is older than many of
the readers of [this interview], while lots of different, great ideas about computing and networks have been developed

in the last 30 years. » [PIK04]
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used to encrypt Internet communications) are in fact developed by teams that have only paltry
resources [BRO14]25. Inevitably, the result is that code quality deteriorates [WHE15]26, producing
defects which sometimes turn out to be catastrophic [BBC14]27.

So we are in a situation where too much (bad) code is written, while far too little is invested
to improve the quality of infrastructure (standards and protocols, components and environments
that implement these standards and protocols ; reformulation and simplification of all) on which
depends the technological ecosystem.

As a result, developments are often poorly managed and poorly understood, and they are
undertaken in an environment which is also poorly managed and poorly understood. There’s a lot of
waste, and software development then becomes much more expensive and risky than it should be28.

It may seem convenient to promote the use of tools designed to make tasks easier to perform
by low-skilled labor, and to use less well educated teams29. But this way, not investing enough in
the necessary renewal of the technological infrastructure, we find ourselves faced with an ecosystem
that becomes increasingly chaotic, complex and difficult to master. On the other hand, because
we don’t invest enough in training, we are faced with an increasing lack of skills, when in fact,
they are needed the most to master the complexity of existing environments, and to design the
infrastructures of the future. The points (a) and (d) mentioned by Brooks are then very imperfectly
implemented.

1.4 Problems related to maintaining the intellectual ecosystem

In such a context, which is characterized by the complexity of the software ecosystem, as well as
by the dissemination of software engineering techniques that require great expertise to be truly
mastered, it is difficult to find good programmers [MEY01]30[STR08]31[STR10]32. A root cause
of all this is that in fact, if we carefully observe things, we see that the conceptual framework of
informatics seems to be largely ignored, both in industry and in universities. In complex industrial
projects, organizations often seek to simplify and standardize their processes in order to depend as
little as possible on the expertise of developers [STR10]33. In their turn, universities have difficulties

25. « The important role OpenSSL plays in securing the Internet has never been matched by the financial
resources devoted to maintaining it. The open source cryptographic software library secures hundreds of thousands
of Web servers and many products sold by multi-billion-dollar companies, but it operates on a shoestring budget.
OpenSSL Software Foundation President Steve Marquess wrote [...] that OpenSSL typically receives about $2,000
in donations a year and has just one employee who works full time on the open source code. » [BRO14]

26. « [The] OpenSSL code is extremely complex; it includes multiple levels of indirection and other issues that
simply exceeded these tools’ abilities to find the vulnerability. [...] there should be a continuous effort to simplify
the code, because otherwise just adding capabilities will slowly increase the software complexity. The code should
be refactored over time to make it simple and clear, not just constantly add new features. [...] The goal should be
code that is obviously right, as opposed to code that is so complicated that I can’t see any problems. » [WHE15]

27. « Heartbleed was one of the worst internet flaws ever uncovered. The maintenance of [OpenSSL], which
secures around two-thirds of the world’s websites, was done by a group of volunteers with very little funding. [...]
The industry has been forced to step up after Heartbleed brought chaos to the tech sector. Experts estimate that
the Heartbleed bug will cost businesses tens of million of dollars in lost productivity as they update systems with
safer versions of OpenSSL. » [BBC14]

28. « Reward systems favor both grandiose corporate schemes and short-term results. The resulting costs are
staggering, as are the failure rates for new projects. » [STR10]

29. « Industry wants to [...] be able to operate with minimally skilled and interchangeable developers guided
by a few “visionaries” too grand to be bothered by details of code quality. This leads to immense conservatism in
the choice of basic tools (such as programming languages and operating systems) and a desire for monocultures (to
minimize training and deployment costs). » [STR10]

30. « In fact, talking to managers in industry reveals that they are not just looking for employees – they are
looking for excellent developers. This is the really scarce resource. » [MEY01]

31. « Basically every company I visit has a shortage of qualified software developers. I have even had questions
from strangers in airplanes: “You’re a professor? In software? Have you got any students? Here’s my card.” » [STR08]

32. « In industry, complaints about the difficulty of finding graduates who understand “systems” and “can
architect software” are common and reflect reality. » [STR10]
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in teaching the software development activity in a realistic manner [STR10]34[STR08]35, and to
uphold the required conceptual depth [KER00]36[MEY01]37[BAR05]38.

Specifically, a first problem is that relatively few university professors develop large applications
[DEW08a]39: therefore, they do not organize the projects that would be needed to teach this to their
students [STR10]40, while often, aspects related to software engineering are not even considered
as worthy topics from an academic point of view [STR08]41. A second problem is that to attract
students, universities tend to look for simplifying the curriculum and to adopt approaches that are
on the one hand less rigorous from a theoretical perspective (less mathematics), and on the other
hand less demanding in practical terms (less algorithmics): as a result, the knowledge acquired by
students is insufficient, and this way, easily replaceable professionals are being trained [DEW08b]42.

We thus have a situation where there are not enough really good programmers, and plethora of
programmers with superficial knowledge. A vicious circle is then created, in which the industry is
engaging in practices such as outsourcing ; this makes computer studies less attractive ; to overcome
the problem, universities seek to make curricula even more approachable, etc. [DEW08a]43.

33. « Let me point to the issue of scale. Many industrial systems consist of millions of lines of code [...] realizing
this, many organizations focus on simplifying tools, techniques, languages, and operating procedures to minimize
the reliance on developer skills. » [STR10]

34. « A student can graduate with honors from top CS programs without ever writing a program larger than
1,000 lines. » [STR10]

35. « Take a simple example: A friend of mine looked at the final projects of a class of third-year CS students
from a famous university. Essentially all had their code littered with “magic constants”. They had never been taught
that was bad style – in fact they had never been taught about programming style because the department “taught
computer science; not programming”. » [STR08]

36. « Teaching students skills so that they can step immediately into a Windows development shop and are
able to write COM programs is just not right. That’s not what universities should be doing; universities should
be teaching things which are likely to last, for a lifetime if you’re lucky, but at least 5 or 10 or 20 years, and that
means principles and ideas. At the same time, they should be illustrating them with the best possible examples
taken from current practice. » [KER00]

37. « In any engineering discipline, [the tools of the trade] constitute a good part of the professional’s bag of
tricks. We must, however, look beyond them to the fundamental concepts that have not changed significantly since
they emerged when the field took shape some 30 years ago. As in hardware design, the technology evolves, but the
concepts remain. » [MEY01]

38. « Aproject leader at an aerospace company once toldme that in his experience it is easier to teach computing
to a physics major than it is to teach physics to a computer science major. Given the firm theoretical foundation
of students of even a concrete subject like mechanical engineering compared with the artifact-laden education of a
computer science student, this statement is not at all surprising. » [BAR05]

39. « Part of the trouble with universities is that there is relatively few faculty members who know much about
software. They know about the theory of computer science and the theory of programming languages. But there
are relatively few faculty who really are programmers and software engineers and understand what’s involved in
writing big applications. » [DEW08a]

40. « To integrate that knowledge and to get an idea of how to handle larger problems, every student must
complete several group projects (you could call that basic software engineering). It is essential that there is a balance
between the theoretical and the practical—CS is not just principles and theorems, and it is not just hacking code.
[...] Many professors will object: “I don’t have the time to program!” However, I think that professors who teach
students who want to become software professionals will have to make time and their institutions must find ways to
reward them for programming. The ultimate goal of CS is to help produce better systems. Would you trust someone
who had not seen a patient for years to teach surgery? What would you think of a piano teacher who never touched
the keyboard? » [STR10]

41. « That is, programming was seen as a lowly skill that students either did not need or could easily pick up on
their own. I have seen the result of that attitude in new graduate students: It is rare that anyone thinks about the
structure of their code or the implications for scaling and maintenance – those are not academic subjects. » [STR08]

42. « Over the last few years we have noticed worrisome trends in CS education. [...]:

1. Mathematics requirements in CS programs are shrinking.

2. The development of programming skills in several languages is giving way to cookbook approaches using large
libraries and special-purpose packages.

3. The resulting set of skills is insufficient for today’s software industry (in particular for safety and security
purposes) and, unfortunately, matches well what the outsourcing industry can offer. We are training easily
replaceable professionals. » [DEW08b]

43. « The situation has the potential to turn into a vicious circle: Enrollment is down, so CS programs lower
requirements. This in turn creates more CS grads who are replaced by outsourcing. As a result, news of this
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Moreover, the industry wants excellent developers, but even when they can be found, companies
don’t often seem eager to give them the freedom they need to express themselves [STR08]44.
Overall, a short-sighted and superficial attitude remains widespread [STR14]45, whose mediocrity
probably discouraged more than one calling [STR10]46.

Indeed, the computer industry has long used utterly toxic practices, for example by taking
advantage of discriminatory legislations which, in various industrialized countries, enable
companies to hire foreign employees at prices lower than market value (e.g. in the USA, holders
of H1-B visas, which are de facto placed in a precarious situation that has been compared to
a kind of « indentured servitude » [MAT03]47. In Europe, similar practices exist, we do have
this for example in France [MUN14]48). Another example is the anticompetitive agreement that
a number of leading companies of the Silicon Valley have concluded in order to prevent their
employees to capitalize on competition for access to better career opportunities [REU14]49.

Arrived here, we can only be struck by the very clearly expressed preference of many key players
in the industry for what might be called immobile labor [MAT03]50, that is to say, so that one
way or another, may be created situations where employees are effectively deprived of part of their
freedom.

Under such conditions, the question can be asked: how do the leaders of that industry envision
innovation ? The author of this article strongly doubts that such a morbid focus on a (pseudo)
loyalty of their employees, which apparently, the employer and its agents only imagine as compelled
and forced, could be conducive to creativity, or even to innovation.

outsourcing keeps driving down CS enrollment – and the spiral continues. » [DEW08a]

44. « The companies are complaining [...]. They correctly see a shortage of good developers as a part of the
problem. What they generally don’t see is that inserting a good developer into a culture designed to constrain semi-
skilled programmers from doing harm is pointless because the rules/culture will constrain the new developer from
doing anything significantly new and better. » [STR08]

45. « People consistently underestimate the intellectual effort needed to design, implement, and maintain
software. Many consider it – and especially programming – a low-level, “manual” skill. [...] The current fashion of
more focussed, more efficient, and cheaper education exacerbates this trend. Good systemdesign and implementation
is a highly skilled job deserving the respect granted to the highest levels of professions. However, the current
educational systems and the almost complete lack of professional-level life-long education do not produce such
professionals in high numbers and they often get drowned in a mass of clever, hardworking, but miseducated
programmers caring less about the longer term of the systems they build. Many managers of IT projects are
equally short-sighted. » [STR14]

46. « The idea of software development as an assembly line manned by semi-skilled interchangeable workers is
fundamentally flawed and wasteful. It pushes the most competent people out of the field and discourages students
from entering it. » [STR10]

47. « the H-1Bworkers are de facto indentured servants; this, together with gaping loopholes inH-1B regulations,
enables employers to attain Type I labor cost savings.

In addition to the issue of cheap labor, some employers euphemistically refer to the “remarkable loyalty” of the
H-1B workers. Since an H-1B is typically in no position to seek other employment, the employer need not worry that
the worker will suddenly leave the employer in the middle of a pressing project. In addition, the employer can force
the H-1B to work long hours. To many employers, this “loyalty” aspect is the prime motivation for hiring H-1Bs,
whether or not they are saving salary costs in doing so. » [MAT03]

48. « It seems that very often in France, these foreign computer scientists earn wages below those of their
French counterparts (on average, 15-20 percent less) [...] to retain their work permit, foreign workers avoid changing
employers during the first years so as not to expose themselves to the frequent risk of a non-renewal of their permit
by the prefectures ("change of employer not justified"). » [MUN14]

49. « Tech workers filed a class action lawsuit against Apple Inc, Google Inc, Intel Inc and Adobe Systems Inc
in 2011, alleging they conspired to refrain from soliciting one another’s employees in order to avert a salary war.
Trial had been scheduled to begin at the end of May on behalf of roughly 64,000 workers in the class. [...] Google’s
human resources director [asked] Schmidt about sharing its no-cold call agreements with competitors. Schmidt, now
the company’s executive chairman, advised discretion. [...] [Steve] Jobs threatened Palm with a patent lawsuit if
Palm didn’t agree to stop soliciting Apple employees. However, then Palm Chief Executive Edward Colligan told
Jobs that the plan was “likely illegal,” and that Palm was not “intimidated” by the threat. » [REU14]

50. « Most H-1Bs hope to be sponsored by their employers for permanent residence, i.e. green cards. This is a
multi-year process. [...] During the time an H-1B’s green card application is being processed, he/she is essentially
immobile; switching employers during this time would necessitate starting the green card process all over again, an
unthinkable prospect for most. » [MAT03]
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Indeed, legislation (and how some organizations use it) may, in some cases, act as a barrier to
innovation [HIP15a]51: in practice, innovation is inhibited when firms seek to exercise excessive
control over the actions that individuals may wish to carry out. It is then essential to keep in mind
that in reality, the law provides a robust right to innovate to individuals [HIP15a]52. From there,
seeking the most appropriate means to protect their rights and to pursue their innovative activities
is up to them.

For example, user innovation by individual citizens is a new and important phenomenon that
has developed over the last 30 years [HIP15b]53. In particular, for this form of innovation to be
working well, producers and users should seek complementary roles, and investments (particularly
in the field of education) to increase the number of innovative users seem required, that often have
the character of a public good [HIP15b]54 (which also means that this kind of investment is not
typically undertaken by producers).

For the intellectual ecosystem of informatics to be preserved, the computer industry needs
better developers [STR10]55, and in universities, the curriculum must fundamentally evolve to
provide solid theoretical foundations for students [BAR05]56.

But the industry must also evolve: as evidenced by, for example, the massive use of necessarily
superficial keywords [STR08]57, recruiting organizations are often unable to assess the actual
abilities of the candidates they encounter, and are also unable to give them the freedom without
which real innovation is inconceivable. One day or another, il will be necessary to finish with
these kind of attitudes: otherwise improving the education of developers will have no prospect
for helping companies to solve their problems, which come primarily from an underestimation of the
role played by knowledge in the functioning of innovation, as well as in the functioning of industry
itself. An alternative might be the emergence of a more open software industry, which would
know how to work in harmony with users, and would truly know how to encourage them to innovate.

51. « However, we also show that legislation and regulation—often promulgated without awareness of consumer
innovation as a valuable resource—can, in practice, significantly interfere with individuals’ exercise of their
fundamental freedom to innovate. This interference can cost society dearly by discouraging and slowing innovation
or even thwarting it entirely. » [HIP15a]

52. « Fortunately, the law already provides a robust right to innovate to individual or collaborating inventors,
designers, creators, and tinkerers who inhabit the innovation wetlands. The core of this right protects noncommercial
innovation for personal use, collaboration with other similar innovators, and free dissemination to others of
information about innovations that result from these activities. » [HIP15a]

53. « Innovation has traditionally been seen as the province of producers who invest in product and service
development in order to sell their innovations. However, extensive theoretical and empirical research has now led to
an understanding that users are also a major source of innovation development, where users are defined as entities
that develop novel products and services for use rather than sale.

Over the last three decades, user innovation by individual citizens has moved from being considered an anomaly
to being recognized as an activity conducted by many millions of users that results in the creation of many
individually and commercially important new products and services. » [HIP15b]

54. « Our findings suggest that policy measures directed at elevating the share of innovating users [...] will
increase welfare even further. [...] In essence, in a world with synergistic investments of firms and users, you need
both innovating users and non-innovating users who benefit from their efforts to maximize welfare. Although
everyone, including producers, would gain from measures that turn non-innovating users into innovating users [...],
producers may nonetheless not undertake such measures on their own. The types of investments required often have
the character of investment in a public good, which typically results in private under-investment. » [HIP15b]

55. « For a viable alternative, industry needs better developers. [...] academia must produce more graduates
with relevant skills and industry must adopt tools, techniques, and processes to utilize those skills. » [STR10]

56. « I believe that CS education must fundamentally change in order to equip the student with a firm, deep
and broad theoretical background, long before specialization is undertaken. » [BAR05]

57. « Too often [companies] search for people based on a narrowmodel based on currently fashionable buzzwords.
In doing so, they miss many experienced, well-educated developers. » [STR08]
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2 Considerations about the nature of knowledge

Exactly for the sake of what is new and revolutionary in every child, education must be conservative;
it must preserve this newness and introduce it as a new thing into an old world, which,
however revolutionary its actions may be, is always, from the standpoint of the next generation,
superannuated and close to destruction.

Hannah Arendt – The crisis in Education

I learned a lot from my students at the Ecole Normale. Many of them prepared theses under my
direction – one normally says "direction", but my "direction" consisted in understanding what they
had in mind. So I learned very much. [...] The students had to be helped of course, but they had
their own ideas. Each one has his own personality, and you have to respect this personality, to help
him find his own personality, and certainly not to impose somebody else’s ideas.

Henri Cartan – interview, Notices of the AMS, 1999.

2.1 History of ideas and dissemination of knowledge

2400 years ago died Socrates, sentenced to death for defending an uncompromising vision of truth58,
and for having criticized the hypocrisies of the society of his time [PLATOa]59. As the Chinese
philosopher Confucius before him [XIA07], Socrates makes use of an heuristic method which is open
to all, and aims to enable the learner to rediscover inside herself the knowledge that some profess
to teach [PLATOb]60. At that time in Greece, and later in Rome, there used to be professionals
who taught rhetorics, an essential skill in these societies where social success was often attained by
mastering the art of knowing how to speak and convince. We see reflected here all the ambiguity
then pertaining to the use of speech, which can be used to organize collective action in a manner
consistent with the public interest, or rather to serve vested interests.

In the Middle Ages in Europe, the governance of societies having evolved in a frankly
aristocratic direction, the formal mastery of oratory skills, literature and science become the
privilege of the nobility and clergy, a phenomenon amplified by the fact that vernacular languages
having also evolved, the language itself in which books are written (i.e., Greek and Latin) had
then become inaccessible to most. At that time, education is of a dogmatic and magisterial nature,
and it is based on religious principles and on the abstract concepts of philosophy and scholasticism.
The development of science and technology progresses continuously, however, but exists a clear
divide between the academic expertise of the clergy and the technical expertise of artisans, who
are often talented engineers (the cathedrals, or either the increasingly sophisticated weapons that
are developed during all the Middle Ages, have obviously not been designed by amateurs).

58. « The unexamined life is not worth living [...]. I would rather die having spoken after my manner,
than speak in your manner and live [...]. The difficulty, my friends, is not to avoid death, but to avoid
unrighteousness » [PLATOa]

59. Especially, Socrates abhors the purely utilitarian vision that his countrymen have of power (i.e., « [You]
are [...] from the city that is greatest and best reputed for wisdom and strength: are you not ashamed that you care
for having as much money as possible, and reputation, and honor, but that you neither care for nor give thought to
prudence, and truth [...] ? »), and he blames them for attaching importance to knowledge only when it seems able
to provide material advantages, that is to say: « [to] regard the things worth the most as the least important, and
the paltrier things as more important. » [PLATOa].

60. « [Education] is not what the professions of certain men assert it to be. They presumably assert that they
put into the soul knowledge that isn’t in it, as though they were putting sight into blind eyes. [...] But the present
argument, on the other hand indicates that this power is in the soul of each, and that the instrument with which
each learns [...] must be turned around from that which is coming into being together with the whole soul until it
is able to endure looking at that which is and the brightest part of that which is. » [PLATOb].
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The Renaissance is the period when the contradictions accumulated during the previous period
lead to a breakthrough, which first sees the stranglehold of the Catholic Church on spiritual matters
be challenged by the Protestants, who in particular arrange for the translation of the Bible into
the vernacular, and thus reclaim the language in which it is written. The development of the
experimental method in science (e.g. Bacon) then inescapably leads to the reconsideration of the
literal reading of religious texts that was practiced until then (Galileo’s trial is but one famous
episode of that transformation), and, in turn, stimulates a movement of democratizing knowledge
that gradually comes to assert itself explicitly [DES29]61[ERA11]62. Finally, the invention of
printing by Gutenberg creates the technical means of disseminating knowledge on a large scale,
and turns a questioning which initially, was the deed of a minority, to an irreversible evolution.

In the modern period, there is a radical challenge being issued to the traditional order of
European societies: the movement of political democratization that began in England develops
further in France, and the political regimes throughout Europe finally move towards the
parliamentary form of government that they have today. An important consequence of these
developments is the rise of industrialization and the development of mass education, which is
the source of the dynamism of modern industrial societies and of their perpetual regeneration.

Arrived here, we see that the evolution of ideas seems to translate into a pendulum swing
between on the one hand a number of attitudes and pre-existing elements which, alive and well
initially, turn to a dogmatism which little by little settles, fossilizing thinking into overly complex
forms (e.g., those of the sophist philosophies of Antiquity, of the scholasticism of the Middle
Ages) which empty it from its original creative power; and secondly a reappropriation of the tools
of thought (of the logic by Socrates, of the language by the Protestants, of thought itself by the
humanists and by the philosophers of the Enlightenment) which occurs sooner or later, and then
shatters the crumbling framework of the established tradition.

2.2 Language as a sociocultural fact

Over the past 50 years, a number of research have been developed, which shed a new light on the
question of the nature of thought as an individual and collective phenomenon in human societies.

Firstly, it seems that to be fully understood, cognition should be regarded not as a phenomenon
that can be explained by the sole study of knowledge as writing, but that rather, it can not be
separated from the social forms through which cognitive activity is actually always materialized:
human cognition presents itself as a situated activity which, first, helps to maintain the cohesion
of human communities and of the changing roles that individuals play in these communities, and
contributes to the evolution and development of their personalities (dimension which includes, but
is not limited, to learning-related aspects as such) [HEN04]63. Learning, and in general, many of
the interactions that can occur in a community, make use of the environment as a medium, which
acts as an external memory, which individuals use to encode and decode the representations by
means of which communication can then, to a large extent, function implicitly [HEN04]64.

61. « Anyone who has learned this whole method perfectly, however humble his abilities may be, will nevertheless
perceive that none of these ways is less open to him than to anyone else, and there is nothing further of which he
is ignorant because of any failure of ability or method. » [DES29, Eighth rule]

62. « And herein they copy after the example of some rhetoricians of our times, who think themselves in a
manner gods if like horse leeches, with a double-tongued fluency they can plead indifferently for either side, and
deem it a very doughty exploit if they can but interlard a Latin sentence with some Greek word, though altogether
by head and shoulders and less to the purpose. And if they want hard words, they run over some worm-eaten
manuscript and pick out half a dozen of old obsolete terms to confound their reader, believing, no doubt, that they
that understand their meaning will like it the better, and they that do not will admire it the more by how much
the less they understand it: my friends love it from afar. » [ERA11]

63. « The unstated normative view of learning for most of us is derived from our school experience. The view
of learning often is that it is somewhat like medicine—it is not supposed to taste good, but it will make you better,
or in the case of learning in school, remedy an inherent defect that the student has when he or she enters the class.
From this point of view, learning is supplied (delivered) to the learners rather than being demand driven by learners.
[...] It is not enough for schools to justify what is to be learned by claiming that it is relevant to some real world
activity. Learning becomes demand driven when the need to learn arises from the desire to forge a new identity
that is seen as valuable. » [HEN04]
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Secondly, it seems that communication originates in gestures , which serve to point, that are
found in great apes [TOM08]65 ; one might think that the situated nature of human activities
naturally stems from there. In evolutionary terms, the ability to think beyond the limits of the
here and now (the development of which is programmed in children [PIA69]), which requires the
ability to represent things accurately, is linked to the development of the ability to encode the
description, thus to explicitly conceptualizing and communicating it, therefore to the emergence of
a language having a complex grammatical structure, that is not found in great apes. In particular,
the difference in nature between great apes and humans can not be solely explained by a difference
in terms of “general intelligence”, the essential difference is the qualitatively superior development
of socio-cognitive skills in humans [HER07]66. Different hypotheses have been put forward: it
can be assumed that during the process of hominization, socio-cognitive skills developed first
(which subsequently led to the development of the conceptually abstract language of humans
[TOM08]67). But it is also possible that the development of the ability to perceive increasingly
complex causalities in the physical world appeared first, and finally made humans capable of
explicitly conceptualizing the underlying inner workings of their peers’ behavior [HER07]68.

Anyway, the use of a complex conceptual language is an important evolutionary advantage,
since it enables the individuals to develop plans through which sophisticated collective actions
can be conducted. From there, the information provided by an individual is no longer limited
to simple requests that are solely intended to influence the interlocutor’s behavior in the here
and now [TOM08]69, but rather, it comes in the form of stories describing complex hypothetical
scenarios set in a more or less near future. Here appears an explicit conceptualization of the role
that individuals can play in the plan which has been communicated, which illuminates a little
more the socially situated nature of human activity that we described above: particularly, we see
how from the structure of the language and the activities it makes possible, is being built the
identity of individuals in a group. This had already been noticed by Vygotsky: « Who we become
depends on the company we keep and what we do and say together » [WEL09]. For Vygotsky,
the development of specifically human cognitive abilities can only take place through interaction

64. « The creation of a valued social identity shapes learning and provides the interpretive resources that
are embedded in a particular community of practice. These interpretive resources are used to make sense of the
representations that are constructed in language, bodily posture, and artifacts by members of the community
for public display. The local appropriation of the meaning of these representational displays in turn contributes
to the construction of competent knowledge in use which furthers the formation of desired identities. [...] The
representations that have been of interest in this chapter are produced in such a way that they are made visible to
members of a community of practice (an interacting group) without the need for overt explication by the members
of the group. [...] The nuanced changes in these representations appear to an outside observer as nonsensical or
trivial to the task at hand, yet for the members these changes [...] are fundamental to the creation of an ongoing
sense of what is actually happening. [...] When learning is seen from a participation metaphor [...] the movement
into full participation depends fundamentally on being able to read the representations that are socially produced
for common display. » [HEN04]

65. « The road to human cooperative communication begins with great ape intentional communication,
especially as manifest in gestures. » [TOM08]

66. « Supporting the cultural intelligence hypothesis and contradicting the hypothesis that humans simply have
more “general intelligence,” we found that the children and chimpanzees had very similar cognitive skills for dealing
with the physical world but that the children had more sophisticated cognitive skills than either of the ape species
for dealing with the social world. » [HER07]

67. « With the emergence of the informing function and referents displaced in time and space, there arises a
need for grammatical devices to (i) identify absent referents by grounding them in the current joint attentional
frame (perhaps using multiunit constituents), (ii) syntactically mark the roles of participants, and (iii) distinguish
requestive from informative communicative motives. » [TOM08]

68. « However, we should note that because the children were somewhat more skillful than the apes in the
causality tasks not involving active tool manipulation, as well as in the tasks of social cognition, it is possible that
what is distinctively human is not social-cultural cognition as a specialized domain, as we have hypothesized. Rather,
what may be distinctive is the ability to understand unobserved causal forces in general, including (as a special
case) the mental states of others as causes of behavior. » [HER07]

69. « Apes always use their learned, intentional gestures to request/demand actions from others, including
humans. They use their intention-movements to demand action directly. They use their attention-getters to demand
action indirectly, that is, they use them to direct the other’s attention so that she will see something and then do
something as a result. [...]When “linguistic” apes—and so perhaps very early humans—producemultiunit utterances,
they use them almost always for requestive functions—which typically involve only “me and you in the here and
now,” [...]. These apes and early humans thus have only a grammar of requesting. » [TOM08]
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with others, and (once acquired) higher mental functions can be considered as internalized social
relationships [VYG81]70.

In addition to making possible formidably effective forms of cooperation, the existence of
the language that underlies them probably exerts a selection pressure favoring the “linguistic”
individuals, because there are experiences to which one has not been exposed directly: acquiring
knowledge about these experiences boosts the evolutionary advantage of the communities to which
such individuals belong. This is perhaps why, despite their unreliability, a great importance is
generally given to testimonies in human societies [DAV12]71.

Finally, in addition to being the medium through which knowledge can be encoded in the form
of stories, language itself works as a long-term accumulator of knowledge, since to a large extent,
it is built using metaphors (this is what could be termed the “folk wisdom” of language) [LAK80]72.

2.3 Importance of knowledge in pedagogy

Arrived here (humans being on the one hand programmed to implicitly learn during their
development [PIA69], and secondly, to implicitly grasp the meaning of the representations
produced by themselves and others throughout the socially situated interactions that they lead
in their lives [HEN04]), there seems to be good reason to consider that, in general, learning
is socially situated, and that a pedagogical approach which does not separate knowledge from
its social instantiation has good chances to be promising.

Hence the idea that the ability to grasp the implicit signals that can be found in the environment
is fundamental to learning, and that education should be based on discovery, that it should allow
students to rediscover knowledge by themselves [PIA73]73 from experiences that are meaningful
for themselves [DEW38].

But in practice, the constructivist pedagogies inspired by this kind of approach seem rather
difficult to validate by means of controlled experiments: on the contrary, experience shows that
guided instruction is much more effective than unguided instruction [KIR06]74. In particular,
numerous evidence shows that people learn better by working from examples , rather than by trying
to solve problems without information to guide the resolution (this is what is called the « worked
example effect ») [SWE85]. This suggests that the learning of a number of school and academic
knowledge (even in areas apparently as basic as learning to read, for example [EHR01]) requires a
conscious effort, and therefore does not work in the implicit manner that we would have expected.

70. These specifically human cognitive abilities are « a copy from social interaction; all higher mental functions
are internalized social relationships » [VYG81].

71. « The reliability claim loses its plausibility in the light of the levels of interpretive filtering required by
testimony’s nature as a non-basic source, if not straightforwardly as the result of psychological studies on its
reliability. There seems, however, to be no empirical or conceptual objection to the prima facie plausibility of the
scope claim as we have presented it. Given the domain generality of testimony as compared with perceptual belief
sources, a good case may be made for its greater scope, or representational power, relative to them. » [DAV12]

72. « Primarily on the basis of linguistic evidence, we have found that most of our ordinary conceptual system
is metaphorical in nature. [...] To give some idea of what it could mean for a concept to be metaphorical and for
such a concept to structure an everyday activity, let us start with the concept ARGUMENT and the conceptual
metaphor ARGUMENT IS WAR. [...] It is important to see that we don’t just talk about arguments in terms of
war. We can actually win or lose arguments. We see the person we are arguing with as an opponent. We attack
his positions and we defend our own. We gain and lose ground. We plan and use strategies. If we find a position
indefensible, we can abandon it and take a new line of attack. Many of the things we do in arguing are partially
structured by the concept of war. [...] metaphor is not just a matter of language, that is, of mere words. We shall
argue that, on the contrary, human thought processes are largely metaphorical. » [LAK80]

73. « To understand is to discover, or reconstruct by rediscovery, and such conditions must be complied
with if in the future individuals are to be formed who are capable of production and creativity and not simply
repetition. » [PIA73]

74. « None of the preceding arguments and theorizing would be important if there was a clear body of research
using controlled experiments indicating that unguided or minimally guided instruction was more effective than
guided instruction. In fact, [...] the reverse is true. Controlled experiments almost uniformly indicate that when
dealing with novel information, learners should be explicitly shown what to do and how to do it. » [KIR06]
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Here comes in the fact that despite humans are biologically programmed to acquire a large
number of essential skills for interpretating the world (in particular, language, and concepts
necessary for a fine intuitive understanding of the physical world, of the biological world, of
psychology), the technical and cultural knowledge that have been built over generations are
much newer in regard to the ladder of evolution. And as they develop, these knowledge acquire
an increasingly complex structure, which corresponds less and less to the intuitive way of
understanding the world that comes from our biology. They are of an artificial nature, and
are “coded” in a conceptual system which is also artificial (and which moreover, is implicitly
perceived by insiders, but remains opaque for the uninitiated). This is why these structured
artificial knowledge of technical and cultural nature, which are the product of works and discoveries
accumulated over generations, are not likely to be easily rediscovered by a single individual: they
must be explained . In practice, there is a very clear difference between the naïve interpretation
that people have of a given domain (e.g., physics) and the rigorously verified knowledge that
we have on this same domain. In other words, there is a gap between the “folk” understanding
of a domain and the understanding that educated persons have of this domain [GEA07].

Folk psychology is indeed of great interest for pedagogy, since it allows experts (who have often
forgotten much of the intellectual journey they have accomplished in their own learning) to get a
better idea of how other people grasp the domain, as well as of the essential steps in the progression
that leads to the intellectual mastery of the domain (the “threshold concepts” [MEY03]75). Another
essential aspect is that the educated persons’ way of thinking can also exhibit elements pertaining
to folk psychology, resulting from the fact that from inside their own expert vision, they can
be unaware of their own prejudices and implicit attitudes: the awareness that leads to the
explicitation of this is also a “threshold concept”, which leads to a deeper understanding of the
domain [MEY03]76.

Arrived here, we note that all cultural knowledge therefore prove to be of an artificial, very
technical nature, which as we have said, must be acquired by means of a conscious learning. But on
the other side (like the example just cited shows), once assimilated, they then work in the implicit
and socially situated manner which is naturally going on in human communities, with the result
that practice in a domain (and therefore inevitably, the way it is taught) will always be colored
with strongly implicit aspects, putting at a disadvantage those who have not had the chance to
live in an environment which made the implicit innuendos that are used in teaching easy to grasp
for them. This is why education must be based on solid explicit methods to make the implicit
undertones which are inevitably needed clear to everyone [BOU66]77. In this sense, education must
be of a conservative nature: because even if in the short-term, it may seem easier and therefore less
unequal, any kind of educational innovation that fails to transmit the tradition that stems from
the great works of the past will always in the long run end up harming the individuals who do
not have access to the complex cultural capital that one has seen fit to avoid making the effort to

75. « A threshold concept can be considered as akin to a portal, opening up a new and previously inaccessible
way of thinking about something. It represents a transformed way of understanding, or interpreting, or viewing
something without which the learner cannot progress. As a consequence of comprehending a threshold concept
there may thus be a transformed internal view of subject matter, subject landscape, or even world view. This
transformation may be sudden or it may be protracted over a considerable period of time, with the transition to
understanding proving troublesome. Such a transformed view or landscape may represent how people ‘think’ in a
particular discipline, or how they perceive, apprehend, or experience particular phenomena within that discipline
(or more generally). » [MEY03]

76. « As the study of music becomes increasingly multicultural, possible clues as to the existence of other tuning
systems are sometimes encountered, but the tendency to Westernise such cultures in terms of popular music once
again asserts the dominance of equal temperament. The chance hearing, perhaps, of an Indonesian gamelan orchestra
may lead a student to observe that the gongs appear to be ‘out of tune’, but it is rare indeed that they recognise the
significance of alternative tuning systems in the development of other musical genres in Asia and beyond. Thus it
is that an understanding of tuning methodologies and their evolution through history and across the world becomes
a threshold concept for an advanced understanding of pitch organisation in music. » [MEY03]

77. « By failing to provide to all, through a systematic education, what some owe to their family environment,
the school system therefore endorses inequalities that it alone could reduce. Indeed, only an institution whose
specific function is to transmit to the greatest possible number, by learning and exercise, the attitudes and skills
that constitute a cultivated man, could compensate (at least partially) the disadvantages of those who do not find
the incentive to cultural practice in their family environment. » [BOU66]
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teach them. Thus, we will have educated a generation of adults who may be collectively incapable
of solving the problems they have to face [ARE58]78. The right approach, therefore, is to gather
first the best of the existing tradition , and to try to clarify it in the best possible manner to give
ourselves the means to transmit it to all.

Finally, note that experts’ cognition is based on the exploitation of a large amount of knowledge:
in chess, for example, the ability to recognize significant patterns plays a fundamental role in the
expertise [DEG65]79 ; it is because they know a lot of examples that experts are able to recognize
situations, and to classify problems according to the major principles governing their resolution
rather than according to surface features of the problem [CHI81], and thus make better choices
during their problem-solving activities. Hence the importance of providing a large number of good
examples to facilitate learning [SWE85]. Finally, the scientific method itself is based on the iterative
development of models, an activity that often requires collecting a large number of observations,
along with knowledge of a large number of theoretical elements. Learning modeling requires a lot
of practice in order to acquire a sufficient number of good quality examples [LEH00]80. In many
other areas, one can make similar observations [BLO85][HAY89].

Therefore, we are led to realise that many of the know-hows on which are built the modern
industrial societies in which we live are of an artificial, highly constructed nature, and what’s more,
of a very knowledge intensive nature. This is why their acquisition requires long periods of learning.
Nevertheless, the acquisition of expertise can not be reduced to a purely instrumental vision which
considers that, roughly, learning consists of the acquisition of a large amount of knowledge that
somehow we could just inject into the minds of learners. The problem is more complicated than
that, because as well as being numerous, the knowledge to be assimilated also turns out to be of
great diversity: there is lots of knowledge, but in addition, there are also many types of knowledge
and skills, whose interactions need to be understood. In the case of learning to read, for example,
it appears that an instrumental knowledge of the code is not enough to make individuals able
to handle writing in a truly meaningful way [WEL09]81: in fact, the key skill, of a much more
fundamental nature that seems to be related to this, is the ability to think beyond the limits of the
here and now [WEL09]82, whose fundamental importance in the functioning of human cognition has

78. « To avoid misunderstanding: it seems to me that conservatism, in the sense of conservation, is of the essence
of the educational activity, whose task is always to cherish and protect something: the child against the world, the
world against the child, the new against the old, the old against the new. Even the comprehensive responsibility
for the world that is thereby assumed implies, of course, a conservative attitude. But this holds good only for the
realm of education, [...] and not for the realm of politics, where we act among and with adults and equals. In politics
this conservative attitude–which accepts the world as it is, striving only to preserve the status quo–can only lead to
destruction, because the world, in gross and in detail, is irrevocably delivered up to the ruin of time unless human
beings are determined to intervene, to alter, to create what is new. » [ARE58]

79. « We know that increasing experience and knowledge in a specific field (chess, for instance) has the effect
that things (properties, etc.) which, at earlier stages, had to be abstracted, or even inferred are apt to be immediately
perceived at later stages. To a rather large extent, abstraction is replaced by perception, but we do not know much
about how this works, nor where the borderline lies. » [DEG65]

80. « Modeling must be practiced systematically so that the forms and uses of a variety of models are explored
and evaluated. Lesh (personal communication, June, 1995) suggested that being a good modeler is in large part
a matter of having a number of fruitful models in your “hip pocket.” Acquiring such a collection almost certainly
requires sustained work in a context where modeling has a purpose and a payoff. » [LEH00]

81. « Is [how much a child knows about the conventions of written language] what explains the difference
between those who quickly and easily learn how to read and write and those who do not? Or is it more a byproduct
of acquiring a different sort of knowledge about literacy that is of much greater fundamental importance? [...] The
point is perhaps made more clearly if we draw the comparison with spoken language. What use would it be for a
child to know all the sounds of his or her language and the rules for combining them into words and sentences, if
the child had not discovered that the whole point of this knowledge was that it was a resource for the exchange of
meanings in the attainment of joint purposes of various kinds? The same is true, I believe, for an understanding
of the mechanics of literacy. Important though this knowledge is for reading and writing, it is of little value if the
child does not understand the purpose of these activities – if he or she does not know that written language conveys
meaning and that it does so inways that differ from those that apply in the use of spoken language. » [WEL09, p. 167]

82. « through stories, children vicariously extend the range of their experience far beyond the limits of their
immediate surroundings. In the process, they develop a much richer mental model of the world and a vocabulary
with which to talk about it. As a result, as the content of the curriculum expands beyond what can be experienced
firsthand in the classroom, children who have been read to find themselves at a considerable advantage. » [WEL09,
p. 171]
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already been mentioned. And the study described in [WEL09] clearly shows that the key activity
that promotes the acquisition of the ability to think beyond the limits of the here and now is reading
stories [WEL09]83 (furthermore, the importance of reading stories was also noted by [GEA07]84).

Arrived here, it appears that a very effective way of scaffolding learning consists of knowing
how to identify the context in which what we wish to teach takes its true meaning, and then to
place ourselves in that context: thus, knowledge and skills that belong to this context complement
and support learning. In the case of reading that we mentioned above, it is possible, and even
necessary, to use the activity of reading stories to scaffold learning. Can we use such strategies in
other areas ? That question warrants consideration, and it seems that whenever possible, teaching
methods should seek to reflect this culturally situated aspect of knowledge, which alone has the
capacity to make it fully intelligible.

2.4 Importance of motivation and freedom for the development of the
mind; criteria for creating an education based on discovery

Understanding starts with a question; not any question, but a real question. Said in another way, a
real question expresses a desire to understand. This desire is what moves the questioner to pursue
the question until an answer has been made. Desiring to understand opens ourselves to experiencing
what is new as new, and the already known under new aspects.

A. Bettencourt, On what it means to understand science (1991), Michigan State University
(unpublished paper). Cited in [WEL00]

In spite of appearances, creativity in a human being is an inseparable attribute of its soul, and it
is as indestructible as the soul itself.

Whether you discover yourself or mathematics, without desire, any so-called work is but a pretense,
which leads to nowhere. [...] It is on this very same night, it seems to me, that I understood that
desire to know and power to know are one in the same thing. As soon as we trust and follow it, it
is desire which leads us to the heart of those things we long to know. And it is desire, too, which
makes us find, without even searching for it, the best method to know these things, and which is
the most suitable to our being.

Alexandre Grothendieck

Finally, should we abandon the ambition of Socrates, who taught that « I know only one thing, and
that is that I know nothing » ? We would then back away from the very attitude from which the
modern world was built ; for example, Descartes’s philosophy actually begins with doubt (Descartes
teaches that in fact, when one really reflects on it, one can only be struck by the potential lack of

83. « How then might some of the children in our study have discovered something of the significance of written
language before they came to school? To answer this question it is necessary to look more carefully at the sorts of
activities that they engaged in, or observed, during the preschool years at home [...] the next stage of the investigation
[...] involved a careful scrutiny of all the transcripts of the actual observations. [...] The results of this comparison
were absolutely clear-cut. Of the three frequently occurring activities that had been considered as possibly helpful
preparation for the acquisition of literacy, only one was significantly associated with the later test scores, and it
was clearly associated with both of them. That activity was listening to stories. » [WEL09, p. 170]

84. « Amore novel evolution-based prediction is that reading comprehension will also be dependent on theory of
mind and other folk psychological domains, at least for literary stories, poems, dramas, and other genre that involve
human relationships [...] In other words, once people learn to read, they engage in this secondary activity because it
allows for the representation of more primary themes, particularly the mental representation and rehearsal of social
dynamics. » [GEA07]
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strength of our convictions: from there, he searches for a secure foothold for thought). We would
also back away from the attitude upon which, even today, the scientists’ intellectual approach is
based. This is what Feynman explains, who insists that the essence of modern science involves
the ever renewed ability of questioning the experts’ opinions, that is to say not neglecting the
possibility that they may be wrong [FEY99]85 ; and even in fact, believing in what he calls the «
ignorance of experts »86.

So actually, since it is essential to verify the foundations of the information we have, we need to
be able to rebuild our knowledge to really understand. This is for example what is done traditionally
in mathematics, where knowledge of theorems is not enough, we must also teach how most of the
edifice of modern mathematics can be built. This is what Piaget [PIA73]87, Popper [POP77]88,
or either, in the field of computer science, Knuth [KNU02]89 say: « You don’t really understand
something, if you don’t try to implement it ».

So we must learn how to try, but how? As we mentioned earlier, compared with explicit
methods, teaching methods based on discovery have been criticized, since the majority of controlled
experiments that have been conducted show that they are less effective. Nevertheless, a number
of questions arise here:

→ What is it that is measured ? Essentially, the performance of learning and the cognitive
consequences of poorly designed instructional designs, which can even lead to non-learning ;
but at the same time, the criticism that has been made also produces an analysis of the
causes of these problems, which can be used to solve them. The factors identified are: the
role of memory in problem solving, which paradoxically leads to the need to be more explicit
in a number of situations; the culturally situated nature of knowledge, which leads to the
need to adopt a more holistic approach ;

→ What do we not (or not well) know how to measure ? Motivation; creativity, especially in
the long run; learning the skills related to solving really hard problems (skills which however,
often fall under the very essence of the domain: for example, asking real questions) ;

→ Which learnings are we talking about ? Essentially, skills, that are part of a larger whole ;
To our knowledge, there is no scientific study of the acquisition of the structure of an entire
academic field such as mathematics, physics, computer science, or of a field of humanities ;
the existing studies only deal with fragments ;

Arrived here, it therefore seems that there are good reasons to think that what the few exceptionally
creative personalities we have cited (e.g. Socrates, Descartes, Cartan, Feynman, Grothendieck,
Knuth) tell us reflects an essential aspect of the intellectual reality which, until today, has never
actually been the topic of a thorough scientific study90. In particular, it seems clear is that the
way of learning and the activities of these exceptionally creative personalities are characterized by
freedom of choice, and inspire in them intense emotions .

85. « Science alone of all the subjects contains within itself the lesson of the danger of belief in the infallibility
of the greatest teachers in the preceding generation. [...] Learn from science that you must doubt the experts. As
a matter of fact, I can also define science another way: Science is the belief in the ignorance of experts. » [FEY99]

86. This is obviously a metaphor, what is here referred to is ignorance in the Socratic sense, that is to say, we
need to know that to think for ourselves, we must verify that we fully understand all the elements from which our
thought is built: the starting point of thought is therefore a state where, in a sense, “we know nothing”.

87. « To understand is to discover, or reconstruct by rediscovery » [PIA73]

88. « We can grasp a theory only by trying to reinvent it or to reconstruct it, and by trying out, with the help
of our imagination, all the consequences of the theory which seem to us to be interesting and important [...] One
could say that the process of understanding and the process of the actual production or discovery are very much
alike. » [POP77]

89. « Man versteht etwas nicht wirklich, wenn man nicht versucht, es zu implementieren » [KNU02]

90. The only existing study which, to some extent, is an exception, is the Bristol Study [WEL09], but it does not
address the acquisition of an academic field. It also gives results that contrast sharply with (but do not contradict)
the results of the smaller studies that we have cited.
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It is therefore possible that the difference between the exceptionally creative individuals and
others rather lies in the exceptional intellectual freedom which, in one way or another, they were
fortunate enough to enjoy, and in the choice of exercising this freedom. This choice is in fact very
difficult , and the sociological reality is simply that many people, exceptionally intelligent or not,
do not have the courage to do it [STA95]91[MUE11]92.

For all these reasons, it appears to us that despite all the problems it raises, the development
of teaching methods really based on discovery is a project of great value, that could be the source
of significant progress in many areas, particularly those related to science and technology. We give
below a number of criteria that seem to us essential to take into account:

a) It is necessary to effectively scaffold teachings, and therefore to ensure that there are no
gaps that make discovery impossible; especially, one should pay attention to identifying the
prerequisites that the learner must master in order to be able to correctly assimilate what
at some point, we want to teach ;

b) It is necessary that the content of the teachings remains well-defined ; what we want is to
unveil the knowledge structure of a given domain ; so abandoning the idea of a map of the
domain to be completely delineated, that is to say, abandoning the idea of a well-structured
curriculum, is not an acceptable option: we do not wish to derive toward teachings without
form and deprived of any real content ;

c) Discovery is inherently unpredictable: therefore in discovery-based teaching, the problem of
the evaluation criteria is more difficult to resolve than in “instructionist” teaching methods.
Ignoring this issue amounts to skew the evaluation in favour of the learners who incidentally
have easy access to the domain’s tacit knowledge ;

d) We wish to organize teaching differently, in adopting a less prescriptive approach; to do this,
we need to be able to follow the learners in a more personalized way, which also means that
the teaching method must be much more based on heuristics , which therefore must have
been sufficiently clarified in advance ;

Arrived here, we feel that to implement a discovery-based education, an effective approach could
be to start from a database of interesting problems, graded by difficulty and classified by domain
and sub-domain, that the professor and the student choose to tackle. Over time, all the typical
problems of a given domain should have been understood and resolved by the learner. From there,
we must seek how to rebuild the missing elements, especially in terms of identifying methods and
rigorous assessment criteria, as well as in terms of efficient heuristics which allow the teacher to
guide the learner in his domain discovery process, and in the discovery of the method which best
suits her personal intellectual development, and the maturation of her own style.

Finally, placing ourselves from the standpoint of the society as a whole, considering the role
that expert knowledge plays, and in light of the knowledge explosion which has been seen since
the beginning of the industrial revolution, it is worth asking the question of how the founding
attitudes that made these developments possible can be preserved today: is excessive specialization

91. « Creatives are nonconformists. They are willing to defy convention, and even authority to explore new
areas and to find the truth. Creatives are persistent. They don’t give up when they get frustrated or rebuffed by a
problem, they keep at it. Creatives are flexible. They are able to reformulate a problem when facing failure rather
than just give up or continue down the same path. [...] Evidence shows that people often choose to follow others
even when that means abandoning the truth, and this is especially the case when the conformist strategy is backed
by an authority or someone who seems to be in charge » [STA95]

92. « People often reject creative ideas even when espousing creativity as a desired goal. [...] In two studies,
we measure and manipulate uncertainty using different methods including: discrete uncertainty feelings, and an
uncertainty reduction prime. The results of both studies demonstrated a negative bias toward creativity (relative
to practicality) when participants experienced uncertainty. Furthermore, the bias against creativity interfered with
participants’ ability to recognize a creative idea. These results reveal a concealed barrier that creative actors may
face as they attempt to gain acceptance for their novel ideas. [...] If people hold an implicit bias against creativity,
then we cannot assume that organizations, institutions or even scientific endeavors will desire and recognize creative
ideas even when they explicitly state they want them. [...] the field of creativity may need to shift its current focus
from identifying how to generate more creative ideas to identifying how to help innovative institutions recognize
and accept creativity. » [MUE11]
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inevitable ? For then, how can people verify, today as in the past, that the items of information
available to them are not mere opinions devoid (or partially devoid) of real basis? In light of what
has been said above, the answer to this question seems to be related to particularly two things:

• to the multidisciplinary ability of experts to recognize their own fallibility, and thus to make
the effort to produce the good quality explanations which non-experts need to be able to
understand (and to criticize, from their own experience) the foundations of experts’ opinion,
or the consequences of their recommendations; moreover, experts also need to know how to
make the effort not to confine themselves into the ways of thinking of their own discipline,
and to verify that knowledge produced in their discipline is consistent with those developed
in other disciplines ;

• to the ability of finding simplifications , to the constantly renewed effort of synthesis without
which the development of knowledge cannot continue. Can one use without understanding ?
Yes, to a certain extent. For example, the Ptolemaic system is an extremely sophisticated
description of the solar system which, in terms of predictive capacity, is in some cases
quantitatively more accurate than the Newtonian description, which is much simpler. But
yet the Newtonian model is universally regarded as more correct and more true, in fact,
precisely because of its greater simplicity, which enables a better understanding of the
nature of things. So you could say that in science there is also a belief in simplicity93

which plays an essential role because if the amount of information that one must be able
to conceptualize grows without limits, it is clear that sooner or later will come a time when
the growth will cease, since human brain capacity is a given that does not change. So far,
what made progression possible is a process of reformulating existing knowledge, which
proceeds in parallel to the process of producing new knowledge, and makes it possible to
achieve the future evolutions (and revolutions). Furthermore, the evolution of science and
technology leads to more or less long-term changes in representation systems. The language
itself evolves, and can express things using fewer symbols94 ;

All this shows the fundamental importance of a deep understanding of knowledge, which is not
limited to superficial aspects of it. Use without understanding is to some extent possible, but
one cannot invent , nor criticize without understanding, and it seems to us that without a solid
education in the discovery, the reformulations and conceptual revolutions mentioned above seem
inconceivable. And in gross and in detail, we are convinced that a society that loses such abilities
(or which, for reasons related to misunderstood efficiency criteria, lets them become the preserve
of a minority) takes the risk of draining the source of the constant renewal (which at one time was
called “progress”; what today is called “growth”) that enables it to meet the vital needs related to
the perpetuation of the conceptual structures underlying its culture.

It is, it seems to us, the beginning of a such an evolution that can be observed today in the
world of computing. In light of what has just been said, we better understand the reasons behind
it, which seem related to the emergence of an excessive specialization, then of the dogmatism which
necessarily arises from a fragmentation of knowledge for which we don’t have the answer yet. From
this perspective then, the design of discovery-based teaching methods in the field of informatics
(provided they also give its rightful place to the state of the art) can help to enable individuals
to better manage the complexity of the socio-cultural environment in which they perform their
activities, and can also contribute helping the society to overcome the crisis we are currently facing.

93. Another example can be found in the “monster proofs” of important mathematical theorems, for example
the proof of the Kepler conjoncture about sphere packing [STE07]; we now know that the conjecture is a theorem,
since a proof has been verified by machine: however, this proof, which reduces to a long calculation is not very
explanatory, it does not allowmathematicians to really understand why the theorem is true. This is why even today,
it is considered unsatisfactory: what we want is a humanly understandable evidence, that is to say, the concepts,
in the human sense of the term, for understanding why the theorem is true. In the case of the Kepler theorem, the
concepts in question have not really been found.

94. For example, in mathematical treatises of the Middle Ages, simple problems that a schoolboy can solve
today in a few lines by means of a quadratic equation were stated and resolved using one (or more) pages of text
written exclusively in natural language; writing the equations of physics by means of complex numbers considerably
simplifies their expression, so that you can do many more things using the most concise form thus obtained, etc.
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3 Problem solving in informatics

In this section, following Polya [POL45] we first give a model of problem solving in mathematics,
that we then compare to the software development activity, firstly considered from a context-free
perspective (that is to say, considering the development of just one program), and then from an
evolutionary perspective (that is to say, considering what happens when one needs to change the
specification of the program). We then identify a number of important features of problem solving
in informatics, we put this activity in its context, and we finally show how, in our opinion, it is
part of a broader sociocultural movement that gives it its full meaning.

3.1 Programming and problem solving

Problem

Verification

Generalization

Deduction

Reformulation, induction

Long-term memory

Analogy

Analogy

Problem
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Figure 1 – Solving a problem

According to Polya [POL45], one can pose and solve a mathematical problem using the following
four fundamental principles:

1. To understand the problem: this starts with the vocabulary used in the formulation of the
problem. We must then ask ourselves whether we have understood the problem as a whole,
and therefore examine the feasibility conditions related to this problem: do we have enough
information ? What does the problem depend on ? Finally, it is important to see how one
could examine the problem from different points of view , or using different representations :
Can you restate the problem in your own words? Using diagrams ? ;

2. To devise a plan for solving the problem: to this end, we can see if we know similar problems ,
or problems related to it. We can also try to see how we could start by trying to solve a
simpler problem, or either how we could use auxiliary problems, and thus decompose the
problem into simpler sub-problems ;

3. Set the plan into action: implement the steps of the plan one by one, and verify them one
after another. At the end, the different elements must have been assembled into a coherent
(and correct) whole, we must get the solution of the problem, and see clearly why this
solution is correct ;

4. To examine the solution: having solved the problem is good, but to judge of the quality of the
resulting solution, as well as of the interest of the problem is even better. Thus we progress,
and little by little, we become increasingly skilled in the design of problem-solving plans ;
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What stands out at first when you consider problem solving in this way is that the resolution
process appears to be very rich, in particular, it is not limited to the purely logical aspect in terms
of which the practice of mathematics is often considered exclusively. In fact, it seems clear that a
variety of modes of reasoning is used in problem solving. Especially:

• Understanding the problem requires understanding the vocabulary that is used to formulate
it, therefore the understanding of language. The possible use of various representations also
strongly suggests that the raw material from out of which language emanates is not limited
to simple text: there are different ways of thinking, that are all important to master ;

• Designing the problem solving strategy calls for a contextualization and for the search
of similar solutions, so for memory and for reasoning by analogy , all things which are
strongly related to creativity [HOF95]. Furthermore, in addition to calling for analogy (e.g.
to formulate the sub-problems), the decomposition of a problem into sub-problems involves
inductive reasoning, which allows injecting the additional information which is needed
to construct the plausible assumptions that are involved in the problem’s decomposition
(mathematicians know this for a long time, for example see [POI05]95) ;

• Setting the plan into action, and constructing the solution involve deductive reasoning,
which most of the time, reduces not to a simple check: some proofs are of an explanatory
nature, some others not96 (for a more modern formulation of this, see [DOW13]).
Furthermore, even when it is simple, deductive reasoning involves a complex implicit
know-how which to be acquired, requires a lot of practice, and results from the
operationalization of declarative knowledge into a procedural form [AND82]. When the
proposed solution can’t be built, we must then take a view on the reasons of this and
make a diagnosis, an activity that calls for abductive reasoning [PEA11] this time ;

• Evaluating the quality of the solution, as well as of the problem’s interest, make use

of judgment skills (aesthetic, in particular) that evoke those which are most commonly
attributed to artists. These judging activities seem related to the ability of perceiving
some form of minimality, of elegance, as well as to mechanisms pertaining to creativity
(since incidentally, our assessment of something is not fully intrinsic, it also works by
discovering new links with other already available elements) ;

Arrived here (and if you think that the problem-solving model outlined above has more general
aspects that go beyond the realm of mathematical reasoning, what we believe), we understand why
the thinking of non-experts (e.g. the students described in [KOL05]97) appears approximative and
non-rigorous: this is actually the effect of the fluid appearance that the harmonious development
of their intelligence confers to the behavior of individuals. That’s why, in our opinion, teaching
purely deductive analytical thinking is difficult, because certainly, analytical thinking flies in the
face of the intuitions that learners develop in the problem solving activities that they practice in
everyday life, which are much more varied in nature. Non-experts therefore tend to not rely on

95. « What is the nature of mathematical reasoning? Is it really deductive, as is commonly supposed? Careful
analysis shows us that it is nothing of the kind; that it participates to some extent in the nature of inductive
reasoning, and for that reason it is fruitful. [...] A construction only becomes interesting when it can be placed side
by side with other analogous constructions for forming species of the same genus. To do this we must necessarily
go back from the particular to the general, ascending one or more steps. The analytical process “by construction”
does not compel us to descend, but it leaves us at the same level. We can only ascend by mathematical induction,
for from it alone can we learn something new. » [POI05]

96. « Verification differs from proof precisely because it is analytical, and because it leads to nothing. It leads
to nothing because the conclusion is nothing but the premisses translated into another language. A real proof, on
the other hand, is fruitful, because the conclusion is in a sense more general than the premisses. » [POI05]

97. « [Students] have different computer-science norms [...] they are tolerant to errors, which are perceived as
unavoidable part of the programming reality [...] we believed that students’ understand correctness as relative. »
[KOL05]
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this mode of thinking, and to find it difficult and boring [JEN02]98. It would be wise to ask the
question of what could be done to design teachings that take advantage of the natural intelligence
of individuals, rather than confusing it in this way. The answer to that question should in our view
be sought in the direction of designing activities which develop the learners’ analytical abilities by
presenting them in context , that is to say in combination with the other modes of reasoning with
which in fact they take on their full meaning. From this perspective then, the description of the
problem solving process given by Polya highlights the inadequacy of a number of teaching methods
in science and technology that are still current today, and also provides avenues that could perhaps
be used to overcome this.

We now examine the programming activity in its most simple form, which consists in
formulating a specification, in possibly breaking the program to be implemented into sub-programs,
and then in implementing and testing. When the program does not work as expected, debugging
must be undertaken, which consists in identifying the causes of the problem and in fixing the
implementation. When the decomposition appears to be unsatisfactory, the program must be
reorganized , which enables apprehending it more conveniently:

Specification

Decomposition

Implementation

Debugging

Test

Reorganization

Figure 2 – Problem solving in programming

The programming activity as described above much resembles the problem solving activity that
has been described previously. The analogy is not fortuitous in our opinion, since there is a deep
connection between algorithms and constructive proofs (the Curry-Howard isomorphism). We
have:

• A specification phase, which corresponds to the problem understanding step in the model
of problem solving in mathematics given above. One can observe that in the specific case
of software development, formulating the specification often takes the form of a modeling
activity. This does not appear so clearly in the case of the formulation of problems in
mathematics, which may have been considered simply for the intrinsic interest that they
hold, for the importance of the issues to which they are linked. The programming activity is
much more often an engineering activity which consists in building artifacts that are deemed
useful, and so informatics seems rather be the science of designing machines , for its part ;

• A decomposition phase of the specification and of the program we want to produce: here,

98. « The most common comment is that programming is “boring and difficult”. When I ask whether it is boring
because it is difficult or difficult because it is boring, they are seldom sure. But they remain adamant that it is
both. Teaching a subject that is boring and difficult is a tricky task indeed. [...] It is clear that the students’ tried
and tested learning styles do not work when applied to programming. » [JEN02]
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the activity looks pretty close to what the mathematician does, since in particular, it is
a question of designing an appropriate representation (of the program and of the data it
manipulates [BRO75]99). An essential aspect appears here, which is the fact that a program
has a behavior ; this reveals another level of representation: in addition to the representation
of the problem solving strategy that exists in the mind of the designer and of the form that
she chooses to give to the solution (i.e., to the program), there is also the representation of
the information that this program will handle during its operation. From this perspective
then, a proof is simpler than a program, since it is a static object, it exists outside of time ;

• Two phases, an implementation phase and a test phase of the program, which correspond
to the phase of setting the plan into action mentioned above. Here, the additional level
related to the program’s behavior appears even more clearly: implementing the plan not only
consists in verifying that the program’s construction plan is feasible and actually makes it
possible to write it in a coherent manner, but also in verifying that it behaves as expected ;

The analysis that was conducted above reveals a number of similarities and differences between
problem solving in mathematics and problem solving in programming, namely:

i. The procedural nature of the obtained solution, which is specific to the programming
problem-solving activity. A major difficulty is the loss of direct manipulation [BLA02],
which arises from the need to reason about the program’s behavior, which can only be
perceived in a deferred way, in the abstract. Explicit reasoning about procedures indeed
seems to be a difficult activity as such [AND93]100, and there are convincing arguments
in favor of the importance of the role that procedural knowledge plays in human cognition,
as well as in favor of the automatic nature of the pertaining processes [SHI77][SLO96].
It doesn’t mean that the operation of procedures is always opaque: rather, explicit reasoning
about the procedures performed by the mathematician exists, and has been observed
[STA09][RIT14]101. But as we mentioned above, the programming activity takes place on
two levels: there is firstly a reflexive activity of the programmer who pays attention to
the procedures that she herself performs to write the program (that activity is similar
to what can be observed in algebra, for example) ; and secondly, there is an explicit
reasoning activity about the procedural aspects of the program under development. The
« radical novelty » [DIJ89]102 of programming in this view is that it requires carrying
out a reasoning about procedures which must be explicit, comprehensive, and does not
tolerate approximation (since the computer doesn’t intelligently interprets a program like
a human: hence the slightest imperfection can render this program completely ineffective) ;

ii. Program construction, purely considered in terms of handling programs as texts written in a
formal language, does not seem to fundamentally differ from proof construction as it arises
when solving mathematical problems. It seems that writing programs puts into play a form
of planning [SOL85] ; the patterns that are used to write programs can also be used to read

99. « By the architecture of a system, I mean the complete and detailed specification of [the API]. [...]
Representation is the essence of programming. [...] The data or tables [...] is where the heart of a program lies. »
[BRO75]

100. « procedural knowledge is knowledge people can only manifest in their performance [...] procedural
knowledge is not reportable » [AND93, pp. 18-21]

101. « However, at least in mathematical problem solving, people often know and use procedures that are
not automatized, but rather require conscious selection, reflection, and sequencing of steps (e.g. solving complex
algebraic equations), and this knowledge of procedures can be verbalized [...]. Overall, there is a general consensus
that procedural knowledge is the ability to execute action sequences (i.e. procedures) to solve problems. Additional
constraints on the definition have been used in some past research, but are typically not made in current research
on mathematical cognition. » [RIT14]

102. « Dijkstra argues that [...] programming is what he terms a “radical novelty” [...]. Dijkstra also notes
that the “smallest possible perturbation” in a program of one single bit can render a program totally worthless. »
[JENK02], about [DIJ89]
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programs, and over time acquire a conventional appearance that facilitates the transmission
of knowledge between programmers [SOL84]. The ability to build solutions is a skill that
develops with practice ; the process of « chunking » that stems from this learning seems to
be also linked to the development of abstraction abilities, which operate at different levels in
the programming activity [LIS11]. In any case, the ability to shape truly explanatory proofs
(i.e. which are not limited to simple verifications), seems fundamental, both in mathematics
[POI05] and in programming [DIJ71]103 ;

iii. The decomposition, which as we have seen, first consists in designing a representation of
the problem which, in particular, determines the shape of the solutions that we are able
to consider [HAY77]. In mathematics, the decomposition uses approximate methods of
reasoning (inductive and by analogy, in particular), which are of an exploratory nature, and
which are used to search for plausible assumptions, but plausible modes of reasoning actually
irrigate the problem-solving activity in all kinds of areas [POL54]104. In programming,
the decomposition is, with the explicitation of specifications, one of the most difficult
points [WIR95]105. A first essential aspect is that decomposition requires domain knowledge,
that guide and delineate the choice of possible representations to use in the program, and
without which one cannot develop an overview of the design currently under development
[ADE85][VES85]. Another crucial element is that the decomposition makes possible a good
planning of the development; without such a “map” of the software to implement, we find
ourselves in a situation where we develop various parts of the software, hoping that gradually
an overall structure will “emerge” in some way, without really be sure that the process
will end. In practice, when the structure of the software under development is not clearly
perceived, one runs the risk of losing control of the code that one develops [HOU13]106.

However, as we said above, a priori, the decomposition involves plausible reasoning,
which is of an exploratory nature. Thus, when the software we must develop is truly new ,
a kind of “bottom-up” development of an approximate nature (which then resembles a lot
to what is observed when solving a truly unknown mathematical problem) is inevitable. In
such a situation, seeking to accelerate the resolution of the problem by increasing the size
of the teams is an approach which often turns out to be catastrophic [BRO75][KNU02]107.

103. « The first moral of the story is that program testing can be used very effectively to show the presence of
bugs but never to show their absence. [...] With the above I touched on five [...] ways by which we can increase the
understandability of programs. They have to do with the ease with which we can understand what a program is
doing, they have to do with the feasibility of correctness proofs. » [DIJ71]

104. « We secure our mathematical knowledge by demonstrative reasoning, but we support our conjectures by
plausible reasoning. A mathematical proof is demonstrative reasoning, but the inductive evidence of the physicist,
the circumstancial evidence of the lawyer, the documentary evidence of the historian, and the statistical evidence
of the economist belong to plausible resasoning. [...] Plausible reasoning is hazardous, controversial and provisional.
Demonstrative reasoning penetrates the sciences just as far as mathematics does, but it is in itself (as mathematics
is in itself) incapable of yielding essentially new knowledge about the world around us. Anything new that we learn
about the world involves plausible reasoning, which is the only kind of reasoning for which we care in everyday
affairs. [...] Mathematics is regarded as a demonstrative science. Yet it is only one of its aspects. [...] You have to
guess a mathematical theorem before you prove it; you have to guess the idea of the proof before you carry through
the details. You have to combine observations and follow analogies; you have to try and try again. [...] Now, observe
that inductive reasoning is a particular case of plausible reasoning. Observe also (what modern writers almost
forgot, but some older writers, such as Euler and Laplace, clearly perceived) that the role of inductive evidence in
mathematical investigation is similar to its role in physical research. » [POL54]

105. « The most demanding aspect of a system’s design is its decomposition into modules. » [WIR95]

106. « When I graduated college I was a lousy programmer. I had a degree and plenty of book knowledge, so
I started a side project and spent hours nightly hacking away. Things started off fine, but my coding style wasn’t
doing me any favors. I copied and pasted, chose poor names, intermixed concerns and regularly created long run-
on functions that performed a wide variety of only loosely related tasks. And after a few months, I came to a hard
realization: The project was falling down under its own weight. I thought I could get away with being sloppy since
I was the only developer. But ultimately I had to admit that I couldn’t maintain — let alone comprehend — the
mess I’d made! » [HOU13]

107. « But when it comes to the first version of a new system, then I really know no other way than to share it in
almost independent parts and to leave each of these parts to just a single person. The individual people need to talk
about the interfaces, but not about their own work. If you implement the second generation of a system, you have
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Team organization is therefore a difficult point in this context.

Another possible approach to facilitate identification of a good decomposition consists in
attempting to use pre-programmed elements (this is the point (a) suggested by Brooks that

we mentioned in the first part), but it turns out that in practice, the preexisting software
is often rigid and not easy at all to adapt, even when you want to make changes that seem
small at first glance. Therefore in such cases, reuse of preexisting components actually proves
to be more costly than full rewrite of equivalent components that integrate harmoniously
with the software under development [GAR95]108.

However, note that there are still a number of conventional techniques to organize
the development, and as far as possible, to facilitate the management of the exploratory
aspects of software development projects, particularly the development by layers [DIJ68],
the development by stepwise refinement [WIR71], or e.g. the SOLID approach [MAR00].
However (except when we already know the appropriate structure because we have already
developed similar software [HAG15]109), regardless of the method used, the development
of a proper decomposition remains an exploratory process, which progresses as the software
develops [PEN90]110 ;

iv. Finally, specification, which in the case of programming, takes the form of a modeling
activity, is a strenuous activity too, in particular because the object of the modeling is most
often linked to the work of a human agent, something that is intrinsically very difficult to
model ;

a common vocabulary and people familiar with the same things, it’s something else. But at the very beginning ...
for me, the reason why many projects fail, it’s so simple: they try using more than one person. » [KNU02]

108. « All we had to do was put the subsystems together, a task considerably simplified by the fact they were
all written in either C++ or C, had all been used in many projects, and we had source code for all of the parts.

A piece of cake? Unfortunately, no. Two years later, after considerable effort (approximately 5 person-years), we
managed to get the pieces working together in our first Aesop prototype. But even then, the size of the system was
huge (although we contributed a relatively small proportion of our own code), the performance was sluggish, and
many parts of the systemwere difficult tomaintainwithout detailed, low-level understanding of the implementations.

What went wrong? One might argue that we were simply poor systems builders, but we suspect that this
experience is not unfamiliar to anyone who has tried to compose similar kinds of software. [...] Our basic conclusion is
that many of the hardest problems are best understood as architectural mismatch problems. Each component makes
assumptions about the structure of the environment in which it is to operate. Most if not all of these assumptions
are implicit, and many of them are in conflict with each other. » [GAR95]

109. « If you’ve previously created a messaging service and you want to build a new messaging service, then you
have infinitely more valuable insight than someone who has only worked on satellite power management systems
and decides to get into messaging. You know some of the dead ends. You know some of the design decisions to be
made. But even if it happens that you’ve never done any of this before, then nothing is stopping you from diving
in and finding your way, and in the end you might even be tremendously successful.

Except when it comes to figuring out how much work it’s going to take. In that case, without having done it
before, all bets are off. » [HAG15]

110. « The design of software, as with the design of any complicated artifact, presents challenging problems
for the developer. One particular source of difficulty results from the fact that the design subtask interacts with
other programming subtasks. One reason this occurs is because of the high degree of uncertainty and incomplete
information that is typical of a large scale programming project. [...] A second reason for alternating among subtasks
is that decisions made in later subtasks, may alter decisions made in previous subtasks, necessitating a return to
problem understanding or early design phases. » [PEN90]
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3.2 Software engineering and programming in the large
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Figure 3 – Software development cycle

We now examine some aspects related to the the software life-cycle and to non-monotonic reasoning
in software development ; in particular, software development is a process that takes place in time,
in at least two ways:

• first of all, as we have seen, in the general case the development of an adequate
decomposition is of an exploratory nature, which means that in practice, the software
is most often built in stages [BAS75]. However, when certain key aspects of the overall design
are not anticipated, the architecture that will emerge by default from the development
process risks to be inadequate, and it can then turn out to be extremely expensive (or
impossible) to make it evolve to obtain the required properties [BOE10]111. Obviously,
it is not always possible to anticipate all problems, and always make sure in advance that
the proposed design is feasible: thus, the exploratory aspect that software development
presents appears to be irreducible ; that is why one should be aware that it can be necessary
to go back on some aspects of the development [BRO75]112, or even in some cases (especially
when the design is new), to throw away a version of the software [BRO75]113 ;

• moreover, in the medium term the system specifications are also changing, and successive
versions of the software are produced over time. This leads to reorganizations, or even to
reformulations of the implementation and architecture, which can be extremely costly if the
changes to be made are not well localized. That is why one must develop code in a modular

111. « The evidence provided across 40 years of data on the degree of increase in software cost-to-fix versus
delay-of-fix is that for large projects, the increase from fixing requirements changes and defects during requirements
definition to fixing them once the product is fielded continues to be around 100:1. However, this ratio can be
significantly reduced by higher investments in early requirements and architecture verification and validation. [...]
Small, noncritical projects can also spread their architecting activity across the life cycle via refactoring, but need to
watch out for making easiest-first architectural commitments that cannot be easily undone by refactoring » [BOE10]

112. « In most projects, the first system built is barely usable. It may be too slow, too big, awkward to use, or
all three. [...] The discard and redesign may be done in one lump, or it may be done piece-by-piece. But all large-
system experience shows that it will be done. » [BRO75]

113. « Where a new system concept or new technology is used, one has to build a system to throw away, for
even the best planning is not so omniscient as to get it right the first time. » [BRO75]
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way, and design the modules so as not to give access to items which are believed to be likely
to change in the future [PAR72]114. When their design is successful, such modules do not
need to be modified when the software evolves ; when they can also be used as building
blocks to develop other applications, one then says that they are reusable. To this day, we
attach too little importance to modularity and code reuse [GRE04] ; nevertheless, the ability
to guide the software evolution appears to be a key aim of modern development practices
[YAN03]115 ;

Software development thus takes the form of an activity of an irreducibly exploratory and
evolutionary nature. In addition to the radically new element pertaining to procedural reasoning
identified by Dijkstra in [DIJ89], this reasoning about the possible development processes is, in
our opinion, the second radical novelty that software development brings.

3.3 What are the possible approaches ?

We often hear that mathematics consists mainly of ’proving theorems’. Is a writer’s job mainly
that of ’writing sentences’ ?

A mathematician’s work is mostly a tangle of guesswork, analogy, wishful thinking and
frustration, and proof, far from being the core of discovery, is more often than not a way of
making sure that our minds are not playing tricks.

Gian-Carlo Rota, in preface to P. Davis and R. Hersh, The Mathematical Experience (1981).

"If computer programming is to become an important part of computer research and development,
a transition of programming from an art to a disciplined science must be effected." Such a goal
has been a continually recurring theme [...] we have actually succeeded in making our discipline a
science, and in a remarkably simple way: merely by deciding to call it "computer science."

Implicit in these remarks is the notion that there is something undesirable about an area of
human activity that is classified as an "art"; it has to be a Science before it has any real stature.

[...]

Science is knowledge which we understand so well that we can teach it to a computer; and
if we don’t fully understand something, it is an art to deal with it. [...] The mysterious insights
that people have when speaking, listening, creating, and even when they are programming, are still
beyond the reach of science; nearly everything we do is still an art.

Donald Knuth – Computer Programming as an Art (1974 ACM Turing Award Lecture)

114. « We have tried to demonstrate by these examples that it is almost always incorrect to begin the
decomposition of a system into modules on the basis of a flowchart. We propose instead that one begins with
a list of difficult design decisions or design decisions which are likely to change. Each module is then designed
to hide such a decision from the others. » [PAR72]

115. « Twenty years ago, software needed to be corrected occasionally and a new release issued perhaps once a
year. We could use the term maintenance to imply to that we were working to enable our software to continue to do
what it used to do. Ten years ago, software needed a major release with new functionality twice a year, and we used
the term reengineering to imply that we were adding new user-required functions to the software. Today, software
needs to be changed on an ongoing basis with major enhancements required on a short timescale [...]. In this case, the
term evolution better describes a situation in which maintenance and reengineering are needed so often. » [YAN03]
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Based on the common basis of structured programming, which aims to identify ways to organize
programs in a way that facilitates their verification [DIJ69]116, there are in our opinion two major
approaches, and two possible evolutions of software engineering: the formal approach, which aims
to bring software development closer to mathematics, and the representational approach, which
aims to bring software development closer to areas where modeling of real-world entities (or of
virtual entities) plays an important part:

• The formal approach consists in studying programs as mathematical objects, and in looking
for ways to write specifications that can be associated with the program to ensure that the
specification corresponds to the implementation (as in Hoare logic [HOA69], for example) or
either be evaluated to check a number of important properties of the program (as in static
analysis [WIC95], or as in bisimulation [MIL89]), or even used to generate or to directly
execute the program that corresponds to the specification: in this latter case, we are then
dealing with declarative languages (as in purely functional languages [SAB98], or as in
certain languages based on logic programming [HUA11]) ;

• The representational approach consists in focussing instead on ways to develop the
specification itself, which is the essence of software development [BRO75]117. The design
of a specification often begins118 with a data model, for which one then develops a sketch
of the associated procedures: here we talk about architecture, or more generally, about
representation . In computer science (as in other areas [HAY77]), formulating an adequate
representation is the central part119 of the problem solving process: that is why approaches
such as the relational approach [COD70], or the object-oriented approach [DAH67] propose
a software development model that appears first as a modeling activity (indeed, the
first “object-oriented” techniques have been invented in the context of the development
of a simulation language, Simula [DAH66]).

Moreover, the representation that is developed is fundamentally linked to the mental
model of the application that exists in the user’s mind [BRO75]120, especially when the
data are interactively perceived and manipulated by means of a metaphor through which
the software presents them: the data that exists inside the computer’s memory then become

116. « [One should organize] the program structure in connection with a convincing demonstration of the
correctness of the program » [DIJ69]

117. « Even perfect program verification can only establish that a program meets its specification. The hardest
part of the software task is arriving at a complete and consistent specification, and much of the essence of building
a program is in fact the debugging of the specification. » [BRO75]

118. « Sometimes the strategic breakthrough will be a new algorithm [...]. Much more often, strategic
breakthrough will come from redoing the representation of the data or tables. This is where the heart of a program
lies. Show me your flowcharts and conceal your tables, and I shall continue to be mystified. Show me your tables,
and I won’t usually need your flowcharts; they’ll be obvious. » [BRO75]

119. « Representation is the essence of programming. » [BRO75]

120. « A clean, elegant programming product must present to each of its users a coherent mental model of the
application, of strategies for doing the application, and of the user-interface tactics to be used in specifying actions
and parameters. » [BRO75]
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information , since they represent things that have meaning for the user [TRY09]121. Thus,
software development also takes the form of a cognitive modeling activity.

Finally, the most important property is the conceptual integrity of the design
[BRO75]122, as a result of which the software is easy to conceptualize and remember for the
user, and then seems obvious. To exist, conceptual integrity requires some form of simplicity,
and so acts as a safeguard that limits the complexity and improves the maintainability
of the software [BRO75]123. Moreover, conceptual integrity can play an important heuristic
role, since in general, clients are not designers, and often have difficulty perceiving the
consequences of their wishes, and unwittingly, may sometimes choose to jeopardize the
elegance or even the consistency of the software. In such cases, conceptual integrity takes
precedence, and helps identify acceptable options ;
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the architecture,
Décomposition

Implementation

Emerging
architecture,
Reuse

Top-down
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Figure 5 – Top-down vs. Bottom-up approach

As soon as, to achieve conceptual integrity, one separates the development into specification
and implementation [BRO75]124, it is natural to develop the software going from the general
to the particular (thus following a top-down approach) [BRO75]125. This doesn’t exclude possible
roundtrips between specification and implementation [BRO75]126, but it often seems better

121. « For a smooth interaction between man and machine, the computer’s “mental” model (also the
programmer’s mental model) and the end user’s mental model must align with each other in kind of mind-meld.
In the end, any work that users do on their side of the interface manipulates the objects in the code. [...] Both
object-oriented design and the Model-View-Controller (MVC) framework grew to support this vision. MVC’s goal
was to provide the illusion of a direct connection from the end user brain to the computer “brain”—its memory
and processor. [...] MVC is all about making connections between computer data and stuff in the end user’s
head. Data are the representation of information [...]. [But] they mean something only in the mind of the user
when there is an interaction between them. The mind of the end user can interpret these data; then they become
information. » [TRY09]

122. « I will contend that conceptual integrity is the most important consideration in system design. It is better
to have a system omit certain anomalous features and improvements, but to reflect one set of design ideas, than to
have one that contains many good but independent and uncoordinated ideas. [...] The conceptual integrity of the
product, as perceived by the user, is the most important factor in ease of use.» [BRO75]

123. « How about the technical director? [...] He provides unity and conceptual integrity to the whole design;
thus he serves as a limit on system complexity. » [BRO75]

124. « The separation of architectural effort from implementation is a very powerful way of getting conceptual
integrity on very large projects. » [BRO75]

125. « Long before any code exists, the specificationmust be handed to an outside testing group to be scrutinized
for completeness and clarity. [...] The division of system building into architecture, implementation, and realization
is an embodiment of these notions; furthermore, each of the architecture, implementation, and realization can be
best done by top-down methods. » [BRO75]

126. « [It] does not mean that one never has to go back, scrap the top level, and start the whole thing again as
he encounters some unexpectedly knotty detail. Indeed, that happens often. » [BRO75]
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to spend time improving the specification rather than trying to solve conceptual problems by
modifying the program directly [BOE10]127.

However, as we have already mentioned, the development of software over time is an iterative
process, and experience shows that using rapid prototyping methods is an extremely effective way
of reducing the cost of developing the specification [BRO86]128. Agile development methods push
this logic to the extreme, and consider that the existence of a working version of the software (from
where one can in particular discuss with the client) is the most important element to consider in
judging the status of a project [AGI01a]129. Software architecture is no longer thought through
an explicit specification drawn up in advance, but rather emerges gradually through a continuous
reorganization process (refactoring). Finally, the quality of teams and communication between
the different stakeholders of a project are considered key elements [AGI01b]130 (this is well known
elsewhere [BRO75]131[WHI13]132).

Furthermore, in the development of the program’s structure seen from a little further, the
invention of original reuse options is expected in the medium term (since, through successive
reorganisations, there is a need to identify software components that are stable over time133, thus
at least partially reusable), from which unforeseen opportunities to improve the specification will
often appear.

In the longer term, during the development of successive versions, one must manage the software
evolution, and the more time passes, the more likely it is that one will have to question some of the
decisions taken. It is therefore clear that a pure top-down approach is not realistic: in the medium
term, one is compelled to adopt an iterative approach during which one brings out the design
over the course the software evolution134. It then comes to a rather bottom-up development type,
in which we try to maintain the reusable components that have been developed, and to identify
new reuse opportunities. Arrived here, note that the state of the art can provide useful leads for
devising the most promising architecture at a given time.

In difficult cases, it is the search for conceptual integrity which should rather provide guidance:
but when the artifact that has to be produced is truly new, one cannot avoid taking the kind
of exploratory approach which is practiced in research projects. Either way, it is essential
to realistically identify the specific case in which we find ourselves, to be able to adopt the
appropriate approach: otherwise the project may fail not for purely technical, but for managerial
reasons [SAU09]135.

127. « The evidence [...] on the degree of increase in software cost-to-fix versus delay-of-fix is that for large
projects, the increase from fixing requirements changes and defects during requirements definition to fixing them
once the product is fielded continues to be around 100:1. However, this ratio can be significantly reduced by higher
investments in early requirements and architecture verification and validation. » [BOE10]

128. « The most important function that software builders do for their clients is the iterative extraction and
refinement of the product requirements. [...] Therefore one of the most promising of the current technological efforts,
and one which attacks the essence, not the accidents, of the software problem, is the development of approaches
and tools for rapid prototyping of systems as part of the iterative specification of requirements. » [BRO86]

129. « Working software is the principal measure of progress » [AGI01a]

130. « We are uncovering better ways of developing software by doing it and helping others do it. Through this
work we have come to value: Individuals and interactions over processes and tools [...] Customer collaboration over
contract negotiation » [AGI01b]

131. « The quality of the people on a project, and their organization andmanagement, are muchmore important
factors in success than are the tools they use or the technical approaches they take. Subsequent researches have
supported that conviction. Boehm’s COCOMO model finds that the quality of the team is by far the largest factor
in its success, indeed four times more potent than the next largest factor. » [BRO75]

132. « It is notable that information systems project failure is more attributed to organizational and
communication related issues than to technological issues [...]. Teams that perform cohesively and purposefully [...]
are more likely to successfully identify and overcome uncertainties in a complex adaptive system. » [WHI13]

133. « We propose instead that one begins with a list of difficult design decisions or design decisions which are
likely to change. Each module is then designed to hide such a decision from the others. » [PAR72]

134. This is indeed what professor Alan Parlis already described during the first founding conference of software
engineering in 1968: « Through successive repetitions of this process of interlaced testing and design the model
ultimately becomes the software system itself. I think that it is the key of the approach that has been suggested,
that there is no such question as testing things after the fact » [NAU69]

135. « Although some of the technology on Mars Climate Orbiter (MCO) had been developed prior to the
project’s inception and building an orbiter spacecraft was not new, MCO was the first of its kind in integrating all
these technologies into one space vehicle. [...] One can thus conclude that MCO was a high-tech project. [...] A high-
tech project [requires] long periods of design, development, testing, and redesign with multiple design cycles. [...]
However, the pressures, constraints, and challenges to push the boundaries of "faster, better, cheaper" (FBC) on
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Overall, there is no single paradigm which would alone summarize the essence of software
development: it would seem that one should rather look for a synthesis of approaches [STR14]136 ;
Moreover, descriptions that aim to abstract the software in order to make certain aspects easier
to apprehend often have the drawback of also making certain key aspects inaccessible [BRO75]137.
This is why software can only be truly understood by means of an approach which does not
neglect the understanding of how the underlying machine works, and enables the programmer to
understand multiple levels of abstraction simultaneously [KNU03]138.

It’s the same for development methods: one can’t understand everything through a single
paradigm ; when the technology taken as a basis for the work is well known (in the case of
a “medium-tech” project), we’d better take a top-down approach and seek to specify things in
advance ; but in contrast, when it is not (in the case of a “high-tech” project), one would be well
advised to adopt a bottom-up approach, and to take the time to explore the possible designs of
the artefact that one wants to produce. It is actually the ability to know how to correctly identify
the situation in which we find ourselves, and to then adopt the most appropriate approach, which
is the key element [SAU09]139.

Finally, note that the preservation of conceptual integrity requires that few people are
responsible for the development of the specification [BRO75]140[KNU02]141[WIR95]142.

Eventually, it appears to us that software development is not reducible to a set of known recipes
that it would suffice to apply, and through which one could always avoid unplanned or problematic
situations ; in reality, until today, software development remains an art , for at least two reasons:

• because no more in computer science than in mathematics, logic predominates: it is essential
to verify things rigorously, but the problem-solving process itself cannot be reduced to the
mechanical application of the rules of a logic. There is an irreducible heuristic component,
which is what Knuth calls the “mysterious intuitions” by which (among other things) science
can be developed, but which does not belong to it [KNU74]143, and which is what for its part,

a limited budget restricted MCO’s ability to fully recognize its technological challenges, thus MCO was managed
more as a medium-tech project. [...] Based on our analysis we may conclude that the failure of Mars Climate Orbiter
was managerial, not technical. In retrospect, management did not (or could not) correctly appreciate the level of
complexity, uncertainty, and time pressures involved with MCO. » [SAU09]

136. « In my opinion, a general-purpose language need to support a variety of approaches and combinations
of such approaches. [...] I think we are searching for a synthesis of language features, library facilities, and tool
support that goes beyond the language wars. We need more communication among the language-design and user
communities to help develop that synthesis. It is unlikely to emerge from a single community, a single application
area, or from academia alone. » [STR14]

137. « The complexity of software is an essential property, not an accidental one. Hence descriptions of a
software entity that abstract away its complexity often abstract away its essence. Mathematics and the physical
sciences made great strides for three centuries by constructing simplified models of complex phenomena, deriving,
properties from the models, and verifying those properties experimentally. This worked because the complexities
ignored in the models were not the essential properties of the phenomena. It does not work when the complexities
are the essence. » [BRO75]

138. « People who discover the power and beauty of high-level, abstract ideas oftenmake the mistake of believing
that concrete ideas at lower levels are relatively worthless and might as well be forgotten. The speaker will argue
that, on the contrary, the best computer scientists are thoroughly grounded in basic concepts of how computers
actually work, and indeed that the essence of computer science is an ability to understandmany levels of abstraction
simultaneously. » [KNU03]

139. « When important projects fail, the investigation is often focused on the engineering and technical reasons
for the failure. That was the case in NASA’s Mars Climate Orbiter (MCO) that was lost in space after completing
its nine-month journey to Mars. Yet, in many cases the root cause of the failure is not technical, but managerial.
Often the problem is rooted in management’s failure to select the right approach to the specific project. » [SAU09]

140. « Conceptual integrity [...] dictates that the design must proceed from one mind, or from a very small
number of agreeing resonant minds. » [BRO75]

141. « But when it comes to the first version of a new system, then I really know no other way than to share it in
almost independent parts and to leave each of these parts to just a single person. The individual people need to talk
about the interfaces, but not about their own work. If you implement the second generation of a system, you have
a common vocabulary and people familiar with the same things, it’s something else. But at the very beginning ...
for me, the reason why many projects fail, it’s so simple: they try using more than one person. » [KNU02]

142. « The belief that complex systems require armies of designers and programmers is wrong. A system that
is not understood in its entirety, or at least to a significant degree of detail by a single individual, should probably
not be built. » [WIR95]

143. « The mysterious insights that people have when speaking, listening, creating, and even when they are
programming, are still beyond the reach of science; nearly everything we do is still an art. » [KNU74]
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Polya calls plausible reasoning [POL54]144. Thus, in order to build the rigorously verified
artifact (a mathematical proof, a correct software) of interest, it is necessary to know how
to guess, to try things, and this approach, which is the essence of the resolution process, is
rational, but it is itself of a non absolutely rigorous nature: it is know-how, it’s art ;

• moreover, problem solving makes only sense from the time we have truly determined which
problem we want to solve, and why. And certainly, as a writer’s job is not mainly that of
writing sentences, a programmer’s job is not limited to writing programs, even correct ones:
they still need to be interesting . Here, criteria of an aesthetic nature such as the conceptual
integrity Brooks is talking about [BRO75]145 seem essential to the formulation of problems
for which there are good solutions. And to appreciate the elegance of a solution, the quality
of a design, or the interest of a problem, our thinking must involve criteria of a partially
subjective nature which belong to the domain of art, or even to the domain of humanities
and social sciences. Either way, criteria that are not purely technical in nature but are yet
those which make technology possible ;

So what are the possible approaches ? It seems that at first, since software development is primarily
an art, the acquisition of related skills requires a lot of practice: the only way to really understand
a software program is to be able to reconstruct it [KNU02]146.

But on the other hand, the art of software development is not exercised in a vacuum: there is
a state of the art (which we partially outlined in the first part of this paper), and a number of big
ideas [KER00]147[MEY01]148 that underpin the practice of experts in all areas [BRA99]149. Once
the aspects related to developing elementary modes of reasoning well taken into account, it is these
ideas that one should look for in practice, as well as in education.

144. « Mathematics is regarded as a demonstrative science. [...] Yet mathematics in the making resembles any
other human knowledge in the making. You have to guess a mathematical theorem before you prove it; you have to
guess the idea of the proof before you carry thru the details. You have to combine observations and follow analogies;
you have to try and try again. The result of the mathematician’s creative work is demonstrative reasoning, a proof;
but the proof is discovered by plausible reasoning, by guessing. » [POL54]

145. « I will contend that conceptual integrity is the most important consideration in system design. It is better
to have a system omit certain anomalous features and improvements, but to reflect one set of design ideas, than to
have one that contains many good but independent and uncoordinated ideas. » [BRO75]

146. « You don’t really understand something, if you don’t try to implement it » [KNU02]

147. « Universities should be teaching things which are likely to last, for a lifetime if you’re lucky, but at least
5 or 10 or 20 years, and that means principles and ideas. At the same time, they should be illustrating them with
the best possible examples taken from current practice. » [KER00]

148. « In any engineering discipline, [the tools of the trade] constitute a good part of the professional’s bag of
tricks. We must, however, look beyond them to the fundamental concepts that have not changed significantly since
they emerged when the field took shape some 30 years ago. As in hardware design, the technology evolves, but the
concepts remain. » [MEY01]

149. « Experts’ thinking seems to be organized around big ideas in physics, such as Newton’s second law and how
it would apply, while novices tend to perceive problem solving in physics as memorizing, recalling, and manipulating
equations to get answers. When solving problems, experts in physics often pause to draw a simple qualitative
diagram—they do not simply attempt to plug numbers into a formula. [...] Differences between how experts and
nonexperts organize knowledge has also been demonstrated in such fields as history [...] Historians [...] knew that
no single document or picture could tell the story of history; hence, they thought very hard about their choices. In
contrast, the students generally just looked at the pictures and made a selection without regard or qualification.
For students, the process was similar to finding the correct answer on a multiple choice test. [...] Experts in other
social sciences also organize their problem solving around big ideas [...]. » [BRA99]
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4 The HOP! system

All of which is absolutely true. BASIC is actually quite tedious and absurd for getting done the
vast array of vivid and ambitious goals that are typical of a modern programmer.

[...]
But all of this misses the point. Those textbook exercises were easy, effective, universal,

pedagogically interesting — and nothing even remotely like them can be done with any language
other than BASIC. Typing in a simple algorithm yourself, seeing exactly how the computer
calculates and iterates in a manner you could duplicate with pencil and paper — say, running
an experiment in coin flipping, or making a dot change its position on a screen, propelled by
math and logic, and only by math and logic: All of this is priceless. As it was priceless 20 years
ago. Only 20 years ago, it was physically possible for millions of kids to do it. Today it is not.

David Brin – Why Johnny can’t code

Sometimes, in desperation, competitors would try to introduce features that we didn’t have. But
with Lisp our development cycle was so fast that we could sometimes duplicate a new feature within
a day or two of a competitor announcing it in a press release.

[...]
Many languages have something called a macro. But Lisp macros are unique. [...] Lisp code is

made out of Lisp data objects. And not in the trivial sense that the source files contain characters,
and strings are one of the data types supported by the language. Lisp code, after it’s read by the
parser, is made of data structures that you can traverse.

Paul Graham – Beating the Averages

All this can be achieved because functional languages allow functions that are indivisible in
conventional programming languages to be expressed as a combinations of parts — a general higher-
order function and some particular specializing functions. [...] The best analogy with conventional
programming is with extensible languages — in effect, the programming language can be extended
with new control structures whenever desired.

[...]
Our ability to decompose a problem into parts depends directly on our ability to glue solutions

together. [...] Functional programming languages provide two new kinds of glue — higher-order
functions and lazy evaluation. Using these glues one can modularize programs in new and useful
ways [...]. This explains why functional programs are so much smaller and easier to write than
conventional ones.

John Hughes – Why Functional Programming Matters

It is useful to think of a compiler as simple theorem prover: every diagnosed error is a proof that a
certain invariant is violated somewhere. As with any deductive system, the richer the set of axioms,
the more interesting the proofs that can be derived from it. [...] There is a continuum between
type checking as performed by a compiler, ambitious static analysis, and program verification [...].
The quality of diagnostics produced by these tools is particularly valuable for beginners, and is a
revelation for programmers [who don’t know them].

Edmond Schonberg and Robert Dewar – A principled approach to SE education

People who discover the power and beauty of high-level, abstract ideas often make the mistake of
believing that concrete ideas at lower levels are relatively worthless and might as well be forgotten.
The speaker will argue that, on the contrary, the best computer scientists are thoroughly grounded
in basic concepts of how computers actually work, and indeed that the essence of computer science
is an ability to understand many levels of abstraction simultaneously.

Donald Knuth – Bottom-up education
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The belief that complex systems require armies of designers and programmers is wrong. A system
that is not understood in its entirety, or at least to a significant degree of detail by a single
individual, should probably not be built.

[...]

Reducing complexity and size must be the goal in every step – in system specification, design,
and in detailed programming. A programmer’s competence should be judged by the ability to find
simple solutions, certainly not by productivity measured in "numbers of lines ejected per day".
Prolific programmers contribute to certain disaster.

Niklaus Wirth – A Plea for Lean Software

Besides formal courses, any curriculum will include software projects. [...] The standard academic
project is not enough for this goal. An essential technique is the long-term project, which students
should develop over more than a standard quarter or semester, typically over the course of a year.

Bertrand Meyer – Software Engineering in the Academy

You don’t really understand something, if you don’t try to implement it.

Donald Knuth – interview about MMIX and the Art of Programming

At the conclusion of the study that was conducted in the previous parts, we now draw a number of
conclusions about the nature of the software development activity, and about how in our opinion,
it should be taught.

First of all, and following Donald Knuth, we believe that until today, the software development
activity remains an art150. In our view, this implies in particular that:

i. As in the case of understanding a mathematical proof, the understanding of a software
system is only obtained by means of a process that aims to reconstruct151 it. The software
development activity must in our view be considered as a problem-solving activity, and
as such, it is therefore based on the increasingly expert ability of drawing up plausible
reasonings [POL54], which are irreducibly of an heuristic and approximate nature. As a
result, learning this art is based on the gradual internalization of implicit know-hows that
can only be learnt through practice152 ;

ii. Learning programming must be done by example. This is because first of all, as we
mentioned previously, numerous evidence shows that one learns best by working from
examples rather than by trying to solve problems without information to guide resolution
(this is called “the worked-example effect”) [SWE85]. Moreover, it is well known that the
cognition of experts is based on the knowledge of a large number of examples , which make
them able to recognize situations, to classify problems by the major principles that will
be used in solution rather than by surface features [CHI81] and, in the longer term, to
structure their knowledge around the big ideas of the domain [BRA99]153 ;

150. « The mysterious insights that people have when speaking, listening, creating, and even when they are
programming, are still beyond the reach of science; nearly everything we do is still an art. » [KNU74]

151. « You don’t really understand something, if you don’t try to implement it. » [KNU02]

152. « The efficient use of plausible reasoning is a practical skill and it is learned, as any other practical skill,
by imitation and practice. I shall try to do my best for the reader who is anxious to learn plausible reasoning, but
what I can offer are only examples for imitation and opportunity for practice. » [POL54]

153. « Experts’ thinking seems to be organized around big ideas in physics [...]. Differences between how experts
and nonexperts organize knowledge has also been demonstrated in such fields as history [...]. Experts in other social
sciences also organize their problem solving around big ideas [...]. » [BRA99]
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We therefore believe that the teaching of informatics should be conducted by means of examples ,
and that in practice, the learner should practice reconstructing these examples: hence the
name “Hands-On Programming”, that we have chosen for the project presented in this article.

From there how do we do ? The study of the software development activity that we conducted
in the previous sections revealed the following key points:

a) Importance of reasoning about the procedural aspects of programs (which according to

Dijkstra is the “radical novelty” of informatics [DIJ89]). This presents itself in two forms:

1. Reasoning about the program’s behavior . Reasoning about the procedural aspects
of programs is difficult because in particular, the program’s behavior can only be
perceived in a second phase, resulting in a loss of direct manipulation [BLA02]:
programming is « to have the computer do a task, which will only be performed
later » [GUI06]. To offset the loss of direct manipulation, the programmer must be
able to visualise the state of the task at the moment of the program’s operation,
therefore, he must be able to build a theory allowing him to imagine the future
execution of the program, and to possibly refute this theory when the program’s
behavior does not match what was expected. It is therefore necessary that in the first
place, the programmer knows how to implement such diagnoses (but this approach
is not natural: humans have a lax understanding of correctness [KOL05]154, and
wrongly assume that the computer correctly interprets their intentions [ROB03]155,
when in reality, the absolute rigidity of a computer’s behavior blindly executing
its program’s instructions is precisely what is difficult to understand for the
novice [DUB89]156). Moreover, many empirical studies show that it is essential
for the programmer to have a good mental model of the underlying abstract
machine [PER86][SLE88][DUB89]157 ;

2. Reasoning about the program itself. To make it easier to write programs,
to our knowledge, there are two approaches: the modular approach and the
formal approach. The modular approach consists in defining ways to organize
programs in a way that facilitates their evolution [PAR72]158, as well as their
verification [DIJ69]159 (for example, in structured programming, one doesn’t use
the goto so that the blocks always have only one entry and one exit ; furthermore,
all techniques that enable factoring out common code make verification much simpler,
since one needs to check the common code only once). The formal approach, for
its part, consists in looking for ways to write specifications , which can sometimes

154. « Specifically, students have different computer-science norms that govern their programming activities.
For example, they are tolerant to errors, which are perceived as unavoidable part of the programming reality.
Furthermore, thorough testing translates to execute your program for many non-systematically chosen input
examples and hope for luck. [...] Professionals’ definition for correctness is dichotomous [...]. In contrast, we believed
that students’ understand correctness as relative. » [KOL05]

155. « Similarly, novices know how they intend a given piece of code to be interpreted, so they tend to assume
that the computer will interpret it in the same way » [ROB03]

156. « The notion of the system making sense of the program according to its own very rigid rules is a crucial
idea for learners to grasp » [DUB89]

157. « [A major issue] is the need to present the beginner with some model or description of the machine she or
he is learning to operate via the given programming language. It is then possible to relate some of the troublesome
hidden side-effects to events happening in the model, as it is these hidden, and visually unmarked, actions which
often cause problems for beginners. However, inventing a consistent story that describes events at the right level of
detail is not easy. » [DUB89]

158. « We propose [...] that one begins with a list of difficult design decisions or design decisions which are likely
to change. Each module is then designed to hide such a decision from the others. » [PAR72]

159. « [One should organize] the program structure in connection with a convincing demonstration of the
correctness of the program » [DIJ69]
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be used to generate or to directly execute the program that corresponds to the
specification, or either be associated to the program in order to ensure that the
specification matches the implementation (in particular, types can be considered
a form of specification, and are a powerful way to verify certain aspects of programs,
thereby making their development safer and faster [WIR95]160) ;

Thus, the dynamic properties of programs being rather difficult to conceptualize [DIJ68b]161

we look for ways to abstract them, and to reason about programs only, or about properties
of these programs. But one should keep in mind that incidentally, such abstractions often
have the disadvantage of ignoring some key properties of the software [BRO75]162. Therefore
in reality, software can only be truly understood by means of an approach that enables the
programmer to understand multiple levels of abstraction simultaneously [KNU03]163, which
should in our view include the ability to reason about behavioral properties (to be able to
assess the complexity of a program, for example) ;

b) Software development is of an irreducibly exploratory and evolutionary nature: first, the
development of an adequate decomposition is in the general case of an exploratory nature,
and in practice, software must be built in stages [BAS75] ; on the other hand, usually,
successive versions of a given software will be developed: consequently, software evolves
over time. This leads to reorganizations, or even to reformulations of the implementation
and architecture, which can be extremely expensive if the developer fails to develop an
effective strategy for maintaining the software structure: the ability to lead the evolution
of the software appears to be a key purpose of modern development practices [YAN03]164.
In addition to the radically new element related to reasoning about the procedural aspects
of programs identified by Dijkstra in [DIJ89], this reasoning about the possible development
processes is the second radical novelty that, in our opinion, software development brings.

But for the programmer to be able to work effectively in this manner, it is necessary
that the programming language (as well as the development environment) lend themselves
to this: in particular, we need to be able to easily develop and test software components of
a reasonable size, and have convenient ways to assemble them. Furthermore, as long as the
programmer does not have enough experience to easily indentify the elements that would be
needed to structure the process, interactive development remains difficult [PEA83]165: how

160. « The exclusive use of a strongly typed language was the most influential factor in designing this complex
system in such a short time. » [WIR95]

161. « My second remark is that our intellectual powers are rather geared to master static relations and that
our powers to visualize processes evolving in time are relatively poorly developed. For that reason we should do (as
wise programmers aware of our limitations) our utmost to shorten the conceptual gap between the static program
and the dynamic process, to make the correspondence between the program (spread out in text space) and the
process (spread out in time) as trivial as possible. » [DIJ68b]

162. « The complexity of software is an essential property, not an accidental one. Hence descriptions of a software
entity that abstract away its complexity often abstract away its essence. » [BRO75]

163. « People who discover the power and beauty of high-level, abstract ideas oftenmake the mistake of believing
that concrete ideas at lower levels are relatively worthless and might as well be forgotten. The speaker will argue
that, on the contrary [...] the essence of computer science is an ability to understand many levels of abstraction
simultaneously. » [KNU03]

164. « Twenty years ago, software needed to be corrected occasionally and a new release issued perhaps once a
year. We could use the term maintenance to imply to that we were working to enable our software to continue to do
what it used to do. Ten years ago, software needed a major release with new functionality twice a year, and we used
the term reengineering to imply that we were adding new user-required functions to the software. Today, software
needs to be changed on an ongoing basis with major enhancements required on a short timescale [...]. In this case, the
term evolution better describes a situation in which maintenance and reengineering are needed so often. » [YAN03]

165. « At this point, someone is bound to object that, in the programming process, it is possible to bypass
this step of program development altogether, that one may first make an initial reading of the problem, then sit
down at the keyboard and begin composing code to achieve the task. [...] In response to this objection, we allow
for the distinction commonly made, and applicable to the cognitive activity of programming, between planning-in-
action versus preplanning [...]. [What the programmer] is engaged in as he or she sits down and begins to generate
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to guide the novice programmer in its activity probably plays a key role in the ripening of
her abilities. Finally, tools that facilitate the formation of a mental model of the software
under development undoubtedly play also an important role in the practice of exploratory
and/or evolutionary development, since they facilitate the software comprehension, thus its
reformulation ;

c) Representation is the essence of the software development process: from this point of view,
the most important property is the conceptual integrity of the design [BRO75]166, as a
result of which the software is easy to conceptualize and remember for the user, and then
seems obvious. Furthermore, conceptual integrity plays an important heuristic role in the
development process itself, since it requires some form of simplicity, and so acts as a
safeguard that limits the complexity and improves the maintainability of the software,
and helps identify acceptable options167. On the other hand, the representation that is
developed is fundamentally linked to the mental model of the application that exists in
the user’s mind [BRO75]168[TRY09]169: thus, software development also takes the form
of a cognitive modeling activity.

In practice, to learn how to really develop software, one must form his judgment , and
develop a personal style that enables capturing the aspects – aesthetic, in particular – that
are involved in conceptualizing the conceptual integrity of the designs that one creates.
Developing such abilities takes time, but to a large extent, the approach to be taken can be
taught: it is the same kind of thing that is taught in art schools, for example170 ;

In what follows, we will first detail the conclusions that we draw as to the philosophy of the HOP!
system, and then spell out this philosophy from the standpoint of the environment first, and from
the standpoint of the teaching method thereafter.

programming code without a prior plan is planning-in-action, making decisions as he or she goes about the structure
of the program, which evolves as the materials of the program are created. [The] outcomes of such a planning-
in-action creative process [have been described] in art, music, and other related domains as a consequence of an
iterative series of "conversations" the creator has with his or her partial creations. [...] But to return to programming,
although planning-in-action is certainly possible, even sufficient, to produce a program, we expect such a planned-in-
action program often to have great costs for the beginning programmer. The reason has to do with the anticipated
difficulties of comprehension and debugging when one goes back to try to understand what one has done in writing
a program not built with foresight. Of course, for expert programmers the sheer automaticity of many programming
projects, since they are able to recall successful plans for similar programs or software systems, will mean that little
preplanning will be required for the program code generation. » [PEA83]

166. « I will contend that conceptual integrity is the most important consideration in system design. » [BRO75]

167. « A system’s ease of use always should be a primary goal, but that ease should be based on an underlying
concept that makes the use almost intuitive. [...] The incomprehensible should cause suspicion rather than
admiration. [...] Initial designs for sophisticated software applications are invariably complicated [...] Truly good
solutions emerge after iterative improvements or after redesigns that exploit new insights, and the most rewarding
iterations are those that result in program simplifications. [...] Reducing complexity and size must be the goal
in every step – in system specification, design, and in detailed programming. » [WIR95]

168. « A clean, elegant programming product must present to each of its users a coherent mental model of the
application, of strategies for doing the application, and of the user-interface tactics to be used in specifying actions
and parameters. » [BRO75]

169. « For a smooth interaction between man and machine, the [programmer’s mental model] and the end user’s
mental model must align with each other in kind of mind-meld. » [TRY09]

170. « I think aesthetics can be taught to many. Mostly it is a case of repeatedly showing students good
examples and explaining why those examples are good. This takes time, years. I would like for programmers to
present portfolios of their work, much in the way artist (including architects) have to. » [STR08]
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4.1 Philosophy of the system

Arrived here, we spell out the philosophy of the HOP! system, which consists of a software
development system , and of a method to teach this. So there are two things, that it is important
to clearly differentiate: the tools , whose shape is rather contingent, and the concepts , the big
ideas in the field, which are more long-lasting, and which truly are the heart of the matter171.
In the first part, we have seen how the tools complexity exploded, until eventually, this rendered
the concepts invisible. In the second and the third part, we analyzed the dynamics of ideas from
a technocultural perspective, along with the nature of the domain we are interested in. The
question for us is to understand how, in the field of software development, one can design an
environment and a teaching method which make the concepts as easy to understand as possible.
The analysis of the key points that has just been conducted highlights a number of needs, and
reveals a number of questions to which we will now provide answers:

1. The understanding of a given software can only be obtained by means of an approach that
aims to reconstruct it. Before a learner can address the problem of the reconstruction of
a given software, the building process should have been previously divided into stages of a
suitable difficulty. In particular, it is not wise to always let the learner freely explore the
problem space [KIR06]172, because that way, even when they manage to actually solve
the problem, novices not having enough patterns allowing them to interpret the situations
they face experience a cognitive overload which prevents them from paying attention to
what one wants them to learn: in such cases, it is better to directly provide worked-
examples [KIR06]173, or even relevant problem solving patterns that will help alleviate
the cognitive load [NAD05] ;

2. Learning programming must be done by example. In the longer term, the programmer
should be able to structure her knowledge around the big ideas in the field. First of
all, to make learning by example successful, one should provide good examples: that is
to say, interesting examples, and also, examples whose relevance is widely apparent to
students [LEH00]174. We must therefore be able to offer a set of examples that form a
coherent whole, and that can be classified in relation to each other, going from the simplest
to the most complex. Furthermore, one must seek how the selected examples illustrate
the big ideas in the field, and look for how to illustrate all the big ideas in the field by
means of examples. Therefore, there are two dimensions at play here: a technical dimension,
which is related to the complexity of the examples, and a rather technico-cultural dimension,
which is related to the importance of the examples with respect to the big ideas in the
field (which are not always purely technical ideas) ;

171. « Universities should be teaching things which are likely to last, for a lifetime if you’re lucky, but at least
5 or 10 or 20 years, and that means principles and ideas. At the same time, they should be illustrating them with
the best possible examples taken from current practice. » [KER00]

« In any engineering discipline, [the tools of the trade] constitute a good part of the professional’s bag of
tricks. We must, however, look beyond them to the fundamental concepts that have not changed significantly since
they emerged when the field took shape some 30 years ago. As in hardware design, the technology evolves, but the
concepts remain. » [MEY01]

172. « Despite the alleged advantages of unguided environments to help students to derivemeaning from learning
materials, cognitive load theory suggests that the free exploration of a highly complex environment may generate a
heavy working memory load that is detrimental to learning. » [KIR06]

173. « Why does the worked-example effect occur? It can be explained by cognitive load theory,which is
grounded in the human cognitive architecture discussed earlier. Solving a problem requires problem-solving search
and search must occur using our limited working memory. Problem-solving search is an inefficient way of altering
long-term memory because its function is to find a problem solution, not alter long-term memory. » [KIR06]

174. « Because models condense a history of cognitive work into a relatively compact inscription, diagram, or
formula, they can render invisible the history of cognitive work that created them. [...] We are not arguing here
that children should reinvent civilization, but we have learned the need for careful consideration before providing
children with solutions to problems that they do not yet regard as problems. It may be a mistake to give models or
other symbolic artifacts to students before the need for them has “ripened” in the classroom and is widely apparent
to students; the result may be manipulation of the symbols without understanding. » [LEH00]
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3. It is essential for the programmer to have a good mental model of the underlying abstract
machine ; from the standpoint of education, it would be judicious to try to teach a
model of the underlying system , perhaps modelled on a suitably simplified machine, as
in [KNU99], or even on a simplified operating system, as in [HAN75]. Arrived here, note
that the Basic interpreters such as those that equipped the first microcomputers (e.g. the
basic of the Commodore 64 [COM84], or the basics that have existed in the MS-DOS
environment [GWB86]) actually had the characteristic of providing a simplified but realistic
enough programming language, and on the other hand of giving full access to the underlying
hardware. The Basic programming language has sometimes been violently criticized for
the bad habits it is supposed to give to novice programmers [DIJ75]175, but this kind
of criticism seems misguided, since for the reasons we have just said, the Basic environments
as they have existed had real pedagogical strengths in practice. Finally, there have been
environments which, while having comparable characteristics, also provided the programmer
with efficient tools to structure her code (notably Smalltalk [GOL89]).

But how to “simplify an environment in a realistic way” ? From the perspective of
the programming language, one should provide a set of high-level primitives that make
writing programs easier for novice programmers [PAN00]176 (this is the closeness of mapping
property of a language or an API). This is well known to the designers of educational
programming languages (this criterion is for example explicitly mentioned by the designers
of the ABC programming language [PEM14]177 and was already part of the design principles
laid down in [SCH78]178). Generally speaking, the language must therefore be small , and
comprehensive enough to enable performing all the development tasks proposed to be
addressed: in particular, when the language is small (and consistent) enough, this facilitates
adoption of a teaching style based on constructing applications such as the one we seek
to develop in the HOP! project [AST95]179.

From the perspective of the environment on the other hand, so that the model of the
underlying abstract machine does not remain purely theoretical and may be subject to
practical investigations by the learner, it seems important to make the internal evaluation
mechanisms explicit: for example, all the elements related to the operation of the heap,
or even, how recursive calculations are developed by means of a stack, all this should
be testable by the programmer by means of a suitable API. Ideally, the environment
itself should be almost completely written in the programming language that learners use,
and this construction should be simple, so that later they can explore the design of the

175. « It is practically impossible to teach good programming to students that have had a prior exposure to
BASIC: as potential programmers they are mentally mutilated beyond hope of regeneration. » [DIJ75]

176. « Closeness of mapping. Programming is a process of translating a mental plan into one that is compatible
with the computer [...]. The language should minimize the difficulty of this translation by providing high-level
primitives that match the operators in the plan, including those that may be specific to a domain the programmer
is addressing in the program. If the language does not provide these high-level operators, programmers are forced
to compose low-level primitives to achieve their high-level goals. This synthesis has been called one of the greatest
cognitive barriers to programming [...]. » [PAN00]

177. « Although [ABC] used mostly classical programming and control structures, such as assignment, procedure
and function calls, if and while statements and so on, experience showed that programmers were around an order
of magnitude faster at programming than with the classical programming languages it was compared with, such as
Pascal, Basic, or C. The main reason behind this was the use in ABC of a small number of high-level data structures.
Most programming languages provide a set of low-level data structures, which may then be used to design and
build higher-level structures. A key realisation with the third iteration of ABC was that it was the high-level data
structures that the programmers needed, and they hardly ever used the low-level structures except to build the
higher-level ones. » [PEM14]

178. « [an educational programming language] should be based on two critical and apparently opposing
criteria: richness and simplicity - rich in those constructs needed for introducing fundamental concepts in computer
programming [but] simple enough to be presented and grasped in a one semester course. » [SCH78]

179. « Courses which use "small" languages, (i.e., languages with minimal syntax like Scheme), tend to be
application driven [...]. However, due to the amount of language details in procedural languages such as Pascal, Ada,
and C/C++, traditional courses using these languages tend to be language driven. [...] Our experience has shown
that applications can successfully be used as a means of motivating language constructs and providing a context for
their study. [...] The use of examples which can be incrementally developed is especially beneficial, since numerous
language constructs can be presented in the same familiar context. For students this kind of concept reuse is as
important as code reuse. » [AST95]
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essential elements of the system implementation (thus presents itself the Smalltalk system,
in particular). Finally, reflexivity , which is the property of a system to be defined by
means of itself, is in our opinion an essential concept, and as far as possible, should therefore
be illustrated by the design of the system itself ;

4. Knowing how to build a software on a step-by-step basis ; from the perspective of pedagogy,
the structuring of the software examples that the learners are invited to reconstruct can here
play a guiding role in learning (we will come back to this), particularly in the development
of a series of small algorithms that the learner can develop for herself.

Moreover, a major problem is that beginners naturally tend to consider the computer as
an interlocutor having capabilities similar to those of a human interlocutor: this produces
misunderstandings that prevent the learner to adopt the approach which is appropriate to
program writing [PEA87]180: it is therefore essential to encourage the learner not to trust
the code she writes, and therefore, to encourage her to systematically verify that the code
indeed produces the expected results. From the perspective of the environment, it makes
sense to try to provide the most convenient tools possible to actively promote the learning of
such an approach. Especially, the system’s interactivity, and the ergonomics of the REPL181

loop play an important role here ;

5. Knowing how to organize programs in a way that facilitates their evolution, and knowing
how to lead the software evolution ; from the perspective of pedagogy, factoring and code
reuse should be taught ; from the point of view of the environment, it is essential to provide
tools to effectively support the modular approach. Here, we feel that the following points
should be mentioned:

a) The way the language syntax enables defining blocks of instructions has its
importance: the syntaxes that delineate blocks by means of start and end markers (as
in Pascal or C) are more difficult to use for beginners than those which use
indentation (as in Python) [GRA06]182 ; generally speaking, syntax errors are a
problem for beginners, that can be solved by means of using structured editors :
this was done in ABC [MEE91], and more recently in Scratch [RES09] ;

b) Functions and procedures must first be introduced as tools to factor out common
code, rather than as a means of expressing recursive algorithms. Indeed, how
recursion occurs in traditional programming languages is deceptively simple in our
opinion, since it is most often linked to a specific evaluation strategy (the “eager
evaluation”, i.e. the strategy in which expressions are evaluated as soon as they
are associated with a variable [REY99]); but there are many other ways to evaluate
programs (including lazy evaluation [HEN76], as well as various forms of abstract
evaluation [KIN76][CON93]). So it seems that recursion should rather be seen as a
concept that condenses and hides a lot of ideas that are fundamental but very far from
obvious: for this reason, if we don’t pay attention to the way to introduce it, it may be

180. « By analogy to the natural language listener, the novice programmer assumes the computer can go
beyond the information given in the code to a program interpretation. [...] Egocentrism bugs reveal students’ beliefs
that more of their intention expressing what they want to accomplish is resident in the programming code than is
actually present. [...] But do students literally believe that the computer has a mind, can think, and interpret the
unstated? Novice programmers will vehemently deny that the computer has these mentalistic traits. Instructors are
very good at explaining that computers are dumb and can do nothing but what they are told. However, students’
behaviors when working with programs betray their denials, for they act as if the programming language provides
more than a mechanistic route to intention-expression. The student’s default strategy for making sense when
encountering difficulties of program interpretation or when writing programs is to resort to the powerful analogy of
natural language conversation, to treat the computer as a disambiguating mind that can understand. » [PEA87]

181. REPL≡Read Eval Print Loop

182. « [...] for instance, in Java or other languages where program blocks are denoted by curly brackets [...] the
compiler does not put any requirements on the structure of the program; one can even write an entire program on
one single line, provided that all semicolons and brackets are in the right places. Programs of this kind are nearly
impossible to check. However, such horror code cannot be written in Python. We feel that writing structured
programs, which are easy to check, follow and maintain is one of the main lessons in any programming course. Using
Python, this lesson is taught automatically. » [GRA06]
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very poorly understood by learners [LEH00]183. This is in our opinion the cause of the
problems encountered by certain constructivist teaching methods based on the Logo
programming language [PEA83]184: recursion is not at all the kind of concept that
one should hope introducing without preliminary explicit instruction. In practice,
it therefore seems more appropriate to only introduce recursive programming after
having given an explicit and complete model of how the stack operates. One thus
avoids using more or less blurred metaphors of the kind “the function calls itself”,
which force the student to subsequently resort to the development of ad-hoc theories
that are often lacking of the necessary explanatory power185 ;

c) Classes and methods should be introduced as a tool for describing composite
objects and recursive data structures, as well as for factoring out common code and
encapsulating functionality. Using inheritance to implement abstract classes made
to be specialized later seems to us problematic, because inheritance in object-oriented
programming languages does not correspond to a subtyping relationship (this is
an unsolved problem that exists in all object-oriented methodologies [SCH08]). In
any case, the fundamental concept to be taught is encapsulation, which can be put
into practice through the definition and implementation of interfaces : the notion
of abstract class, used as the specification of the functions exported by a module,
here seems to us to be the right tool ;

d) One needs to be able to easily develop and test software components of a reasonable
size and have convenient ways to assemble them: so we need a good system of modules
(from this point of view then, the concept of class as it exists in object-oriented
programming is incomplete, since a module is also an element that should be able to
exist independently, and possibly play the role of a compilation unit). Here it seems
to us that the best approach consists in making the simplest choices, guided by a
well-designed and well-established system such as Modula [WIR80], for example ;

e) Code reuse should be taught: in our opinion, this can only be done by means of
long-term activities, which include the development of several versions of a given
software ;

f) The use of version management tools such as SVN [PIL04], or GIT [CHA09] should
be taught ; as far as possible, these tools should be integrated into the environment ;

6. Looking for means to write specifications ; from the perspective of pedagogy, it might be
judicious to teach a relatively informal but rigorous method to write specifications on paper ,
in natural language and using various kinds of diagrams . To our knowledge, this kind of
thing is relatively unexplored, but there are still effective ways to draft the various kinds of
documents that accompany software, that all programmers should know.

183. « Because models condense a history of cognitive work into a relatively compact inscription, diagram, or
formula, they can render invisible the history of cognitive work that created them. [...] It may be a mistake to give
models or other symbolic artifacts to students before the need for them has “ripened” in the classroom and is widely
apparent to students; the result may be manipulation of the symbols without understanding. » [LEH00]

184. « We find that little thought or research has been directed to the important problem of articulating
intermediate levels of computer programming mastery. [...] For example, 5-year-olds who can get a graphics cursor
to work in the Logo programming language are called "programmers", conveying the popular assumption that they
have come to understand the logical operations ingredient to a program’s flow of control, and are capable of all
the cognitive subtasks of programming. [...] To take one example [...] we have found that child novices frequently
adopt a systematic but misguided conception of the manner in which control is passed between Logo procedures.
Many children believe that placing the name of the executing procedure within that procedure causes execution to
"1oop" back through the procedure when, in fact, what happens is that control is passed to a copy of the executing
procedure. » [PEA83]

185. As we said above, it is essential that the programmer has a good mental model of the underlying abstract
machine: especially in the case of complex (and problematic from a pedagogical point of view) primitives such as
the function call, or the memory allocation, this means we must have the opportunity to always know exactly what
happens when an instruction is executed. The model should therefore not be a simple metaphor which would leave a
certain number of elements implicit: it must instead be fully explicit, that is to say, comprehensive, and furthermore,
be as simple as possible.
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From the perspective of the environment, one should seek ways to add language features
enabling program verification . This can be done in two ways: by means of types , as in
Pascal [WIR75] and Modula [WIR80], or even with type inference, as in ML [MIL78] (in
the context of an educational programming language, this technique has been used in
B, a predecessor of the ABC programming language [MEE83]). On the other hand, one
can try to introduce assertions into the language: it is the basis of design by contract
in Eiffel [MEY97] ; in the context of an environment dedicated to learning programming,
the introduction of formal methods based on invariants, and of a tool that compiles formal
diagrams into Python was implemented in [BAC07].

In total, verification tools can facilitate the learning of rigour, but do not replace the clear
vision that one we must have of the program and its specification, and of the underlying
machine as well ; in principle, they are therefore not essential to learnings. Simply, in
practice, there are too much repetitive verifications to make when developing programs for
human error to always be able to be avoided: that’s why verification tools become important,
and as such, should be known and have been practiced by programmers ;

7. The programmer should be able to visualise the state of the task when the program will be
running, and to refute her a-priori assumptions when the program’s behavior does not match
what was expected. From the perspective of pedagogy first of all, debugging is a special
case of diagnosis [PEN90]186, and this approach is not natural [KOL05] ; furthermore, to
effectively debug, one needs to have a good mental model of the problem one is trying to
diagnose [PEN90]187. It therefore seems sensible to insist on this, and to explicitly describe
the diagnostic approach to students, and to make them practice it.

From the perspective of the environment on the other hand, of course we need a
debugger, but the importance of having a good mental model of the problem we are trying
to diagnose leads us to think that furthermore, we also need an environment which is
operating in a sufficiently transparent way ; in this respect, the environments based on
a programming language that is compiled and evaluated in a very sophisticated way pose
difficult problems, because in such a context, an effective understanding of the bugs that
one seeks to diagnose then requires an understanding of the underlying translation process:
the more the programming language provides opportunities for the compiler to reformulate
the program intelligently, the more it may be difficult for the programmer to interpret
its behavior (or the little that it is able to perceive). When the programming language
semantics (or the semantics of an abstraction of this programming language, e.g. typing
information) is simple enough, one can take advantage of this to implement highly effective
debugging techniques (e.g., algorithmic debugging [SHA82]). But evaluation methods such
as lazy evaluation for example, require writing debuggers that reformulate the evaluator’s
trace well enough, which poses complex technical problems (in particular, one may need
to recalculate parts of the trace by reevaluating a subset of the program only ; yet it’s
not trivial to recalculate intermediate results regardless of the original context, since in
lazy evaluation, the evaluation strategy of a part of the program depends on the state of
the overall calculation [NAI95][NIL98]). Finally, the more the decision process implemented
by a program (such as an interpreter, or even an expert system) is sophisticated, the more
it becomes difficult to use direct observation to understand the reasons for the results
it produces: in the general case, one needs explainers , which are programs that reformulate
the trace and synthesize the information the user needs by means of the contents of the
trace, of informations on the program structure, and of domain knowledge [WEI80][WIC92].

To our knowledge, the problems posed by the development of debuggers for programming
languages having sophisticated semantics still remain little studied today, and overall are
poorly resolved: it therefore seems reasonable to take this into account, and to choose the
simplest and the most conventional execution mechanisms for the programming language
on which the HOP! system is based ;

186. « Debugging is a diagnostic task, similar to other diagnostic tasks such as medical diagnosis and electronic
troubleshooting. » [PEN90]

187. « Debugging largely involves understanding what a program is doing and what it is supposed to be doing.
[...] As a consequence, experts appear to develop a fairly complete mental representation (model) of the program
and to understand the possibilities of error as causal models of error in this context. » [PEN90]
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8. We should adopt an approach that enables the programmer to grasp multiple levels of
abstraction simultaneously, and to know how to visualise the operation of a program in the
wider context of the system that it constitutes with the environment in which it is plunged.
Understanding the different layers that constitute this system is essential here: there is first
the machine (or the network of machines) running the program, then the operating system,
then the programming language and the different translation levels that it implements, then
the program itself and its architecture. Each time one performs an action on the program
(either to understand it or to make it evolve), one has to know how to place oneself at the
right level of abstraction, and to conceptualize the appropriate representation.

From the perspective of pedagogy, all this should therefore be firstly explained, and
the techniques that allow expressing the architecture of systems by means of abstract and
higher level concepts should only be introduced afterwards , and be presented as the answer
to the problem of conceptualizing the structure and the functioning of complex systems.
In substance, abstraction is used to capture the essence of the design ; this can be done in
two ways: by means of a decomposition [KNU02]188, possibly hierarchical [BRO75]189, or by
means of languages allowing to ignore a certain number of details, and therefore, to better
express the most important (because whatever the level of abstraction at which it operates,
on average, a programmer still writes the same number of lines of code in a given time: this
is “Corbató’s law” [COR69]190).

From the perspective of the environment, we need tools such as functions, classes
and modules about which we have already talked, which are necessary for implementing
the traditional decomposition methods (i.e. the development by layers [DIJ68] and the
development by stepwise refinement [WIR71]). The techniques used for developing systems
that rely on language-related elements are for their part more varied: firstly, there are those
that rely on a fine tuning of some control flow features to which, usually, the programmer
does not have access to (as in CLOS [KEE88][KIC91], or as in Flavors [CAN82]) ; then
there are those who rely on the extension and reuse of existing structures (such as the
definition of classes that emulate builtin Python types like containers or functions [KET12],
or the definition of new devices in UNIX [THO78]) ; there are also all the techniques
which, in one way or another, affect the behavior of the underlying language (like the
AOP [KIC97]), or enable extending the language (like the templates in C++ [VEL95],
or the higher-order functions in functional languages [HUG90]191). Finally, there are all
the techniques by means of which one can develop additional language layers (such as
Lisp macros [HAR63], or DSLs [MER05]).

Arrived here, let’s note that all these “advanced” techniques have something in common:
they require knowledge of a more or less extended part of the inner workings of the
underlying system, or even reveal the nature of some or all of the techniques which are
needed for the implementation of this system. Thus, the programmer who knows these
techniques is encouraged to visualise the functioning of the program under development
in the larger context of the system in which it is immersed: for us, it is this very approach
that matters, more than the sum of the more or less esoteric techniques that a programmer
can know.

188. « But when it comes to the first version of a new system, then I really know no other way than to share
it in almost independent parts and to leave each of these parts to just a single person. [...] for me, the reason why
many projects fail, it’s so simple: they try using more than one person. » [KNU02]

189. « For quite large products, onemind cannot do all of the architecture, even after all implementation concerns
have been split off. So it is necessary for the system master architect to partition the system into subsystems. The
subsystem boundaries must be at those places where interfaces between the subsystems are minimal and easiest to
define rigorously. Then each piece will have its own architect, who must report to the system master architect with
respect to the architecture. Clearly this process can proceed recursively as required. » [BRO75]

190. « It’s our experience that regardless of whether one is dealing with assembly language or compiler language,
the number of debugged lines of source code per day is about the same! » [COR69]

191. « All this can be achieved because functional languages allow functions that are indivisible in conventional
programming languages to be expressed as a combinations of parts — a general higher-order function and some
particular specializing functions. [...] The best analogy with conventional programming is with extensible languages
— in effect, the programming language can be extended with new control structures whenever desired. » [HUG90]
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It therefore seems to us that here, the right approach consists in initially achieve an
implementation of the HOP! system which is as transparent as possible, and then, from the
techniques and tools that will have been used, choose those that seem most appropriate
to illustrate the design and development of a complex system by means of a multi-level
approach based on the development of languages and tools ;

9. How to guide the novice programmer in its activity plays a critical role in the ripening of her
abilities ; from the perspective of pedagogy, one can guide the learner in two different ways:

a) On the one hand, one can guide the learner in her interactive and/or incremental
implementation effort of a given software:

i. the first question that arises here is that of identifying the things to say
explicitly , which are the things that the learner may have trouble to easily
rediscover all by herself. For example, explain that one should not trust the
code one writes, and that for this reason, software can only be developed
by stages, all of which must be rigorously verified ; or even, show the specific
functioning of recursive function calls, or of the dynamic memory allocation ;
highlight the importance of conceptual integrity in software design, etc. In
short, the things to say explicitly are the big ideas of the field and the
significant designs of the state of the art, as well as a number of difficult
or non-intuitive issues that one needs to know ;

ii. Secondly, we must also identify the elements related to know-how that must
be internalized, and which are mainly learnt by doing, for example how to
decompose a software into modules and write good APIs, how to debug
judiciously, etc. For these kind of things (which are those related to the good
command of various modes of plausible reasoning in the field), one should
provide suggestions, but these suggestions are mainly elements of style, and
their good command requires effort and personal choices from the student,
these are not things that can be taught: what can be taught are elements
from which the learner will build her own personality, her personal creativity
in the art which she practices ;

iii. Third, defining the stages of the software construction one is working on,
which can be more or less open, more or less large, etc., is essential to the
progressive acquisition of concepts: ideally, these steps should be adapted to
the abilities of the learner at a given time ;

b) on the the other hand, one can guide the learner in the choice of the software she
chooses to make over time; this raises the question of how to classify these software,
by progressive technical difficulty, as well as in regards to the big ideas of the field ;

From the perspective of the environment, it is conceivable to support some of the elements
related to didactic and pedagogy, in particular by means of:

• a dictionary of concepts , which defines what we mean when we guide the learner ;

• a module to continuously evaluate the knowledge and skills of the learner, which
enables deciding how we can interactively vary the granularity of steps in the
construction of the software she’s working on ;

• interactive documents , which are interactively configured by the evaluation module ;

• a system of indexing and structuring the database of examples, especially by
progressive technical difficulty, and by concept ;

10. The most important property is the conceptual integrity of the design ; it is therefore
essential to show significant examples from the state of the art, and to explain why the
conceptual integrity of these software is remarkable ; moreover, the medium-term objective
must be that students design software themselves ;
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Software development also takes the form of a cognitive modeling activity ; therefore
at some point, students should be working on projects that give them the opportunity to
work with clients, and to practice requirements elicitation , along with writing software
specifications ;

In practice, to learn how to really develop software, one must form his judgment , and
develop a personal style that enables capturing the aesthetic aspects that are involved in
the design approach for software development ; this means that in practice, learners must
develop many projects192 ;

Based on the elements of answer that stem from the analysis that has been conducted, we now
summarize the overall philosophy of the HOP! system ; from the perspective of pedagogy:

• P1: One learns by reconstructing. But the building process must previously have been
divided into stages of an appropriate difficulty ; one should not always let the learner freely
explore the problem space: in many cases, it is better to directly provide worked-examples,
or even relevant problem solving patterns that will help alleviate the cognitive load ;

• P2: One should provide good examples: that is to say, interesting examples, and also,
examples whose relevance is widely apparent to students ; we must propose a set of examples
that form a coherent whole, and that can be classified in relation to each other, going from
the simplest to the most complex ; one must seek how to illustrate all the big ideas in the
field by means of examples ;

• P3: One should try to teach a model of the underlying system ; the programming language
should provide a set of high-level primitives that make writing programs easier for novice
programmers (closeness of mapping) ;

• P4: It is essential to encourage the learner not to trust the code she writes, and therefore,
to encourage her to systematically verify that the code indeed produces the expected results ;

• P5: Factoring out common code, as well as code reuse should be taught ; especially:

→ Functions and procedures must first be introduced as tools to factor out common
code, rather than as a means of expressing recursive algorithms ; it seems more
appropriate to introduce recursive programming only after having given an explicit
and complete model of how the stack operates ;

→ Classes and methods should be introduced as a tool for describing composite
objects and recursive data structures, as well as for factoring out common code and
encapsulating functionality. The fundamental concept to be taught is encapsulation,
which can be put into practice through the definition and implementation of
interfaces ;

→ Code reuse should be taught: in our opinion, this can only be done by means of long-
term activities, which include the development of several versions of a given software ;

→ The use of version management tools should be taught ;

• P6: One should teach a relatively informal but rigorous method to write specifications on
paper, in natural language and using various kinds of diagrams ;

• P7: One should insist on the fact that it is important to be able to refute his own a-priori
assumptions when necessary, and that this approach is not natural ; there is a logic of
diagnosis (abductive logic) ; one should explicitly describe the diagnostic approach to
students, and make them practice it ;

192. « I think aesthetics can be taught to many. Mostly it is a case of repeatedly showing students good
examples and explaining why those examples are good. This takes time, years. I would like for programmers to
present portfolios of their work, much in the way artist (including architects) have to. » [STR08]
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• P8: One should adopt an approach that enables the programmer to grasp multiple levels of
abstraction simultaneously, and to know how to visualise the operation of a program in the
wider context of the system that it constitutes with the environment in which it is plunged ;
here, abstraction is used to capture the essence of the design ; this can be done in two ways:
by means of a (possibly hierarchical) decomposition, or by means of languages that will be
used to implement the software while then writing much less lines of code ;

• P9: To guide the learner, one should:

→ Identify the things to say explicitly (the big ideas, the difficult issues), along with
the elements related to know-how, which are more implicit ;

→ Define the stages of the construction of a given software, which can be more or less
open, more or less large, etc. ; these steps should be adapted to the abilities of the
learner at a given time ;

→ Guide her in the choice of the software she chooses to make ; these software should
be classified by progressive technical difficulty, as well as in regards to the big ideas
of the field ;

• P10: One should show significant examples from the state of the art ; in the medium-
term, students should be working on projects that give them the opportunity to practice
requirements elicitation, along with writing software specifications ; the learners should
develop many projects (both large and small) ;

From the perspective of the environment, we have:

• E3: The programming language should be small, and comprehensive enough ; we must
make the internal execution mechanisms (such as the function call mechanism) explicit ; the
environment itself should be almost completely written in the programming language that
learners use, and this construction should be simple ;

• E4: One should provide the most convenient tools possible to actively promote the learning
of the incremental approach ; the system’s interactivity, and the ergonomics of the
interactive toplevel loop play an important role here ;

• E5: The environment should provide tools to effectively support the modular approach ;
especially:

→ the programming language should use indentation to format blocks, as in Python ;

→ fonctions, classes and methods are needed, but not necessarily inheritance ;

→ a good system of modules is needed ;

→ as far as possible, version management tools such should be integrated ;

• E6: One should seek ways to add language features enabling program verification, by means
of types, by means of assertions, or even by means of program-proving techniques ;

• E7: The environment should operate in a sufficiently transparent way, and the execution
mechanisms for the programming language on which the system is based should be the
simplest and the most conventional possible ;

• E8: Achieve an implementation of the HOP! system which is as transparent as possible, and
from the techniques and tools that will have been used, integrate those that seem most
appropriate to illustrate the design and development of software by means of an approach
based on the development of languages ;

• E9: Support some of the elements related to didactic and pedagogy: guide the learner
by means of an evaluation module and of interactive documents that are indexed in an
appropriate way ;
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4.2 The HOP! environment

HOP! interpreter
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Console
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Figure 6 – The HOP! development environment

The HOP! environment provides everything one needs for developing modern applications, in the
form of a programming language designed to be as simple as possible, while giving the opportunity
to its users to develop realistic software by means of small APIs193 ; especially:

• objects, that are either atoms (numbers, strings), or composite objects (tables and records) ;

• the usual instructions (for and while loops, if statement) ;

• functions , the stack being a first-class citizen in the system ;

• threads ;

• a very simple system of modules ;

• an API for manipulating the graphical console (to display graphics and text, and read the
mouse, the keyboard and the screen contents, especially) ;

• an API to access the filesystem provided by the underlying operating system ;

• an API to access the network by means of sockets ;

• an API for debugging, which enables checking the contents of the memory at various levels
of detail, tracing programs and posing breakpoints ;

First and foremost, the adopted philosophy consists in showing that one can write interesting
software in few lines of code, and secondly, in providing the means to move from the interactive
development of small programs directly at the console to a more mature practice of modular
programming in which the current program under development is divided into modules that are
edited asynchronously using an external editor.

The system is made to be very easy to use to enter interactive commands and/or code
snippets (including instructions spanning multiple lines), to obtain the program’s output in the
same window, and to modify the code and observe the difference in the program’s output, and
thus be in a position to develop small programs step by step in an incremental manner.

193. For a more detailed description, see http://hop-project.org/HOPTutorial.pdf
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To begin with, here’s an example taken from the activities based on the Logo turtle that we
propose194 ; the initial program below draws a regular polygon with nine sides:

⇒

Now let’s modify the program directly at the console using the following sequence of editing
operations:

⇒ ⇒

⇒ ⇒

We obtain:

194. For more informations, see http://hop-project.org/lectures.html
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We now illustrate the “hands-on” approach which is used in the HOP! project by means of a series
of examples taken from the activity of reconstructing the video game Asteroids that we propose195.

First of all, the primitive functions (like the commands that we have just used to manipulate
the Logo turtle, i.e. the commands home(), forward() and right() that appear in the above
screenshots) which are needed to rebuild a given software in the context of such an “hands-on”
activity are provided in a pre-programmed module ; a convenient way to begin the activity is
then often to start by exploring the functionalities of these primitive functions. For example, the
functioning of the vessel() function, which draws the spaceship that is manipulated by the player,
can be illustrated by means of small programs like this one:

⇒

Once the functioning of the primitives has been assimilated by the learner, one can then
introduce other examples that are more specifically intended to illustrate the operation of the
algorithms used in the program that we have in hand, seen from the inside this time ; thus, to
illustrate the simple animation technique we use in our implementation of the Asteroids game, we
first show a command that displays the vessel in a given position:

⇒

We then show how to make it disappear for a short time by repeating the same command, while
redrawing in the background color (i.e., in white, using the “setcolor White” statement):

⇒

195. See http://hop-project.org/lectures.html
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To rotate the vessel, we then draw it in an horizontal position (by changing the value of the
fourth parameter of the vessel() function):

⇒

To move the ship forward, we proceed in the same way ; it is first redrawn in the background
color:

⇒

And it is then redrawn a little further (by changing the value of the first parameter of the
vessel() function):

⇒

Using the approach outlined above, the animation itself can then be performed by means of
a simple loop (note here the use of the sleep() and refresh() instructions that are needed to
implement the animation, which are respectively suspending the program for a given amount of
time, and refreshing the screen):

⇒
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This loop can then be improved to obtain a displacement in a toric space (using the toric()

function, which calculates the nearest number belonging to a given interval modulo its width):

⇒

Finally, the interactive animation of the vessel can be implemented by means of the loop below
(note here the use of the readkey() instruction, which performs reading from the keyboard):

⇒

Overall, of the essential points E3 to E9 mentioned in 4.1, the following points have effectively
been addressed:

• The programming language is small, and comprehensive enough to enable a convenient
implementation of the proposed activities (point E3). The environment itself is however not
yet built by means of the programming language that learners use ;

• The user interface can actually be used to actively promote the learning of the
incremental “hands-on” type approach that we propose (point E4). This user interface
could be improved, especially, a certain number of elements related to the functioning
of the underlying operating system could be better integrated in the environment, and
furthermore, one could seek to provide means to go back to a previous state of the
system (see 4.3 below) ;

• The environment provides tools to effectively support the modular approach (point E5). In

particular, we use indentation to format blocks, as in Python (as recommended in [GRA06]),
and the programming language has a very simple to use system of modules. We have not
yet integrated version control tools ;
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• The environment has an integrated debugger (point E7), which clearly shows the functioning
of the underlying virtual machine196, but could be further developed ;

Following the preliminary experience we have gained with the system so far, we feel that a number
of elements of the HOP! environment should be developed more thoroughly (for more information
on this, see 4.3 below).

Finally, the point E6 (look for ways to add language features enabling program verification),

the point E8 (achieve an implementation of the HOP! system which is as transparent as possible)
and the point E9 (support some of the elements related to didactic and pedagogy to guide the

learner) have not been addressed yet.

4.3 Our experience with the HOP! system

A programming course for a period of two months using the HOP! method was proposed and
implemented on two occasions at Saarland University (UdS197) between August and November
2015, with the participation of about twenty students198. The following activities have been
proposed199:

• A 4-hour initiation activity based on a series of graphical exercises of increasing difficulty
using the Logo turtle technique ;

• A reconstruction activity of three video games (Tetris, Asteroids and Pacman), and of a
small text editor in the style of Notepad ; in any of these programs, the number of lines of
code that learners have to write does not exceed 300 lines (60 lines for Tetris, 200 lines for
Asteroids, 300 lines for Pacman, and 90 lines for the editor) ; each one of these programs
can be presented and developed by the students in two sessions of four hours each ;

Following is an informal account of the experience gained and of the problems encountered:

• first, there are students interested in the HOP! approach. Who are they ?

→ firstly , science students (students in “hard” sciences, such as physics, but also
students in humanities and social sciences where one is dealing with computers,
such as psychology, linguistics, or even sociology) wishing to acquire real skills in
programming, which is often presented to them informally, or as an “easy” subject:
these very students indeed benefit from the real facilities that stem from their
mastery of the formal aspects of mathematical or statistical practice, for example,
but for them, the result is still that in the absence of an actual practice of software
engineering, programs written quickly to meet an immediate need (which can end
up lasting much longer than had been planned originally) often turn out to be difficult
to maintain and evolve thereafter ;

→ secondly , students who have not done scientific studies, who are interested in
computers, or even who are faced with the need to write programs as part of
their activity (e.g. language teachers wishing to carry out questionnaires, or write
programs to manipulate data) ;

196. See http://hop-project.org/HOPTutorial.pdf

197. Universität des Saarlandes (Germany) ; see http://www.uni-saarland.de

198. We would like to thank the AStA (i.e. the “Allgemeine Studierenden Ausschuss” of the students of the UdS)
for its assistance, particularly for providing us the roomwhere we conducted our teachings based on the HOP!method.

199. See http://www.hop-project.org/lectures.html
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→ thirdly , informatics students who are discouraged, or even frightened by the
too-abstract200 (or conversely, too vocational201) approach that they are made to
follow in their learning, especially because it does not provides clear answers to
certain of their questions, for example about the more or less real skills obsolescence
that many people talk about202, or about the discriminatory practices prevalent
in the industry (especially: gender203 and age204 related discrimination), which are
all things they fear being faced with one day or another ;

• next, not all students have the know-how that the mastery of analytical reasoning requires.
Especially:

→ when a proper understanding of the metaphor through which the operating system
provides access to the informations contained in the computer is lacking (e.g. when
the learner lacks a good command of the handling of files using the file explorer or the
shell, or even when she doesn’t have a good command of the use of a text editor, or
of how it creates default extensions), it becomes difficult for her to perform the basic
actions that are necessary for practicing structured programming, such as creating or
installing a HOP! module (which is a text file located somewhere on the disk, in the
folder dedicated to the program one is developing), or even installing or configuring
the HOP! environment itself (this sometimes requires editing configuration files ; the
concept of default path is also something one needs to know).

200. « In many places, there is a disconnect between computer science education and what industry needs.
Consider the following exchange:

Famous CS professor (proudly): “We don’t teach programming; we teach computer science.”
Industrial manager: “They can’t program their way out of a paper bag.”
[...]
So what can we do? Industry would prefer to hire “developers” fully trained in the latest tools and techniques

whereas academia’s greatest ambition is to produce more and better professors. To make progress, these ideals must
become better aligned. » [STR10]

201. « I don’t think universities should be in the business of teaching things that you should learn at a trade
school; I don’t think it is the role of a university to teach people how to use, let’s say, Visual C++ and its Integrated
Development Environment. [...] universities should be teaching things which are likely to last, for a lifetime if you’re
lucky, but at least 5 or 10 or 20 years, and that means principles and ideas. At the same time, they should be
illustrating them with the best possible examples taken from current practice. » [KER00]

202. « There is no really revolutionary technology in aerospace, not in the sense that there aren’t any new ideas,
but that for more than 30 years, there is no new technology that has radically changed the way we accomplish goals
in this field. I would like to speculate that the situation is now similar in computer science and computing technology.
From reading press releases, you would think that we experience true revolutions every day. I used to read profiles
of startup firms in the newspaper, and invariably, the description of the activities of the startups included the
phrase: “X has developed a technology to Y.” As far as I could tell, what they did was to write a program, which
is hardly a new technology or a true revolution. One gets the impression that before the mid 1990s, nobody wrote
any programs, or at least that they wrote only simple low-tech programs. » [BAR05]

203. « Athena Factor survey data show that 41% of highly qualified scientists, engineers, and technologists on
the lower rungs of corporate career ladders are female. [...] [But] Over time, fully 52% of highly qualified females
working for science, engineering, and technology (SET) companies quit their jobs, driven out by hostile work
environments and extreme job pressures. [...] The Athena Factor survey data describe a workplace culture that is
at best unsupportive and at worst downright hostile to women. [...] A surprising number of SET women described
their male colleagues as acting in rude, predatory, and vulgar ways. [...] Another sobering finding is the degree to
which women at SET companies believe that their male colleagues consider females to be intrinsically less capable. In
engineering and technology, more than a quarter of female respondents feel they are seen as genetically disadvantaged
in SETfields. WhenLarry Summers, then-president of HarvardUniversity, talked about howwomen have a “different
availability of aptitude” in his infamous speech of January 2005, he was perhaps merely giving voice to a standard
view! » [HEW08]

204. « Well, say you interview as a graduating college senior at Facebook Inc. You may find, to your initial
delight, that the place looks just like a fun-loving dorm – and the adults seem to be missing. But that is a sign
of how the profession has devolved in recent years to one lacking in longevity. Many programmers find that their
employability starts to decline at about age 35. Employers dismiss themas either lacking in up-to-date technical skills
– such as the latest programming-language fad – or “not suitable for entry level.” In other words, either underqualified
or overqualified. That doesn’t leave much, does it? Statistics show that most software developers are out of the field
by age 40. [...] Why do the employers prefer to hire the new or recent grads? Is it really because only they have
the latest skill sets? That argument doesn’t jibe with the fact that young ones learned those modern skills from old
guys like me. Instead, the problem is that the 35-year-old programmer has simply priced herself out of the market.
As [noted elsewhere], even if the 45-year-old programmer making $120,000 has the right skills, “companies would
rather hire the younger workers.” Whether the employers’ policy is proper or not, this is the problem facing workers
in the software profession. » [MAT12]
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We partially solved these problems by simplifying to the extreme the installation
process of the HOP! system (one just has to copy/paste a folder) and by preserving
the system state from one session to another, but it may be appropriate to further
integrate such aspects, so as to hide them completely. Furthermore, taking the time
to teach these things explicitly when necessary is probably unavoidable ;

→ when the learner is not at all familiar with some of the analytical aspects that
programming requires (for example, the idea that one can replace concrete values
by the names that represent them, to reason abstractly about them), providing the
steps to take to build the software is not enough, even when the learner actually
manages to obtain the required results: real understanding is then lacking. In other
words: the “hands-on” approach can only function from the moment when a certain
number of prerequisites have been assimilated.

Here again, taking the time to explicitly teach this sort of things when necessary
is probably essential. To do this, we may have to teach some math, and then start
with a number of algorithmic exercises on paper. Moreover, further developing the
role of types and introducing reasoning tools that can operate on the program under
development in the HOP! environment could enable learners to become more easily
familiar with the analytical approach which they lack. The question here is firstly
to know to what extent this approach can be learnt interactively by means of a
computer (vs. “on paper” activities) ; what are the advantages and disadvantages of
both media ?

Secondly, how to make analytical reasoning interesting , and not be forced to
present it as a barren but essential prerequisite ? How to combine from the start
the learning of analytical thinking with creative activities ? Our experience thereon
indicates that graphical programming activities in the style of Logo make it difficult
to do this, because these activities are too complex for the students to be really
able to directly rediscover by themselves the analytical elements pertaining to the
inner working of the programming language: one needs a sizeable dose of explicit
storytelling, before reaching a stage where the student practices while understanding
well enough what she is doing to be able to intelligently observe what she sees and
starts to effectively assimilate the underlying mechanisms, their consequences, and
how to think about them. Here, it seems to us that one should look for a simpler kind
of activity, which would be more directly aimed at making understand the analytical
aspects that one wishes to make the learner assimilate. But it should however always
be a thematic activity, which does not boil down to a pure manipulation of abstract
symbols devoid of a concrete referent that makes sense to the student ;

• finally, we observed that it is not always easy for students to make the link properly
between the manipulations that are shown in the tutorial and what actually happens
during the interactive activity that stems from their interpretation of the text of this
tutorial. Furthermore, during this same interactive activity, operating errors are all the
more frustrating that when they happen, one loses all or part of the system state that
was built as a result of the sequence of the preceding steps of the interaction.

It seems to us that here, one should look for ways to integrate the tutorial in the
programming environment (so that for example, there are signals that indicate to the learner
that she goes in the right direction, that she has completed this or that step, etc.), as well as
to provide means to go back to a previous state of the system and to the stage of interaction
associated with it (one finds a similar proposal in [ROS99]205) ;

205. « The undo feature, which currently allows undoing source code changes only, could be extended to undo
changes to the run-time state of the program or even side-effects to the environment [...]. » [ROS99]
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Overall, of the essential points 1 to 10 mentioned in 4.1, the following points have effectively been
addressed:

• The proposed activity actually draws on a pedagogy based on reconstructing software, which
draws on examples (point 1 and point 2) ;

• The proposed programs have been reconstructed by the learners following an incremental
approach that proceeds in stages ; the learners were guided in their work by the author of
this article, and by the instructions given in a detailed tutorial outlining the sequence of
operations required to reconstruct the software (point 4 and point 9) ;

Following the observations which have been discussed above, we feel that the following elements
of the HOP! system should be developed more thoroughly:

• students need a real practice of software engineering (point 5), which to be developed,
requires the design of software reconstruction activities that are larger than the small
examples we have proposed so far ; by moving in this direction, we will be able to better
illustrate the big ideas of the domain and the state of the art, as well as to provide
activities where more complex diagnostic tasks (point 7) may be planned and implemented
by students (for now, the reconstruction process being fully spelled out in the tutorials,
the students met few bugs, but however, they made mistakes that gave us the opportunity
to make them practice debugging) ;

• from the standpoint of understanding the metaphor through which the operating system
provides access to information, as well as from the standpoint of the basic analytical aspects
that programming requires, not all students have the know-how that the mastery of analytical
reasoning requires : here, explicit teaching activities related to the point 3 (having a good
mental model of the underlying abstract machine206) seem to deserve to be developed ;
furthermore, a certain number of elements related to the functioning of the underlying
operating system could probably be better integrated in the HOP! environment itself ;
Finally, explicit teaching of reasoning seems to be required (points 5 and 6), by working “on
paper”, or possibly by means of computer tools, the exact form of which remaining to
be defined ;

• it is not always easy for students to make the link properly between the manipulations that
are shown in the tutorial and what actually happens during the interactive activity : here,
we need better ways to guide the programmer (point 9) ; looking for ways to integrate the
tutorial in the programming environment seems a promising direction of development in
this regard. Furthermore, the environment currently lacks means to go back to a previous
state of the system and to the stage of interaction associated with it (point 4) ;

Finally, the point 8 (learn how to grasp multiple levels of abstraction simultaneously) and the
point 10 (make the students work on projects that give them the opportunity to practice writing
software specifications) of the HOP! method have not been addressed yet.

206. This includes the programming language, along with the metaphors that are implemented by the operating
system.
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5 Conclusion

After the analysis conducted in this paper, we are now convinced that it is essential to develop a
teaching of scientific and technical subjects that is truly based on discovery and on the practice
of plausible reasoning. Still today, the approach to the practice of mathematics described by
Polya [POL54] is to our knowledge not used in schools, and little used in higher education.

In the case of informatics, we have seen that the disappointing philistinism which is prevalent in
the computer industry, as well as the lack of a well-established tradition on which universities could
rely [BAR05]207 mean that one tends to move towards the lowest common denominator, i.e. towards
an education that is either too remote from software development practices as they are conducted
in reality [DEW08a]208[STR08]209, or too purely vocational210. The result is that we lose sight of
the concepts, and enter a vicious circle, where the quality of the products made by the industry is
in decline, and where universities and schools are unable to redress the situation [STR10]211.

In such a context, where the sustainability of the intellectual ecosystem of the field itself seems
in jeopardy, it appears to us that it is urgent to act, and to try to concretely show how one could
develop a teaching method which would be both better, because it would try to teach all the
cognitive aspects that pertain to the problem-solving activity in informatics, and more democratic,
the system and teaching materials being distributed under a free license on the one hand, and a
real implementation on the ground being undertaken on the other hand, which must be subject to
reporting, the reports being also freely accessible.

In this paper, we have laid the foundations of the HOP! system’s philosophy, and reported on the
preliminary experience we have gained with this system. The first version of the HOP! environment
has been implemented, and a programming course for a period of two months using the HOP!

method has been developed and implemented.

Following this experience, we plan to develop the project further by following the proposals set
out in 4.3 on the one hand, and to move more frankly towards a system dedicated to discovery-based
education (DbE) on the other hand, by seeking rigorous evaluation methods and criteria that might
suit this educational approach. This would give us the means to adopt a less prescriptive approach
which would enable us to follow the learner in a more individualized way, to guide her effectively
in her approach of discovering the domain, as well as in her discovery of the method that best suits
her personal intellectual development, along with the maturation of her own style.

207. « I would like to [...] emphasize this disparity between what we teach in CS and what is taught in the
mature disciplines of science and engineering. [...] The comparison with physics is also important from the point
of view of the legitimacy of the curriculum and the teacher. [...] Physics educators have achieved a legitimacy that
enables them to dictate a learning sequence that is not affected by trends and fashions.

I believe that CS education must fundamentally change in order to equip the student with a firm, deep and
broad theoretical background, long before specialization is undertaken. We are grown up now and with growing up
comes the responsibility to build a mature system of education. » [BAR05]

208. « Part of the trouble with universities is that there is relatively few faculty members who know much
about software. They know about the theory of computer science and the theory of programming languages. But
there are relatively few faculty who really are programmers and software engineers and understand what’s involved
in writing big applications. » [DEW08a]

209. « That is, programming was seen as a lowly skill that students either did not need or could easily pick up
on their own. I have seen the result of that attitude in new graduate students: It is rare that anyone thinks about the
structure of their code or the implications for scaling and maintenance – those are not academic subjects. » [STR08]

210. « A project leader at an aerospace company once told me that in his experience it is easier to teach
computing to a physics major than it is to teach physics to a computer science major. Given the firm theoretical
foundation of students of even a concrete subject like mechanical engineering compared with the artifact-laden
education of a computer science student, this statement is not at all surprising. » [BAR05]

211. « It is essential that there is a balance between the theoretical and the practical—CS is not just principles
and theorems, and it is not just hacking code. [...] Many professors will object: “I don’t have the time to program!”
However, I think that professors who teach students who want to become software professionals will have to make
time and their institutions must find ways to reward them for programming. The ultimate goal of CS is to help
produce better systems. Would you trust someone who had not seen a patient for years to teach surgery? What
would you think of a piano teacher who never touched the keyboard? » [STR10]
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